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Abstract
B-trees and their variants are eflicient data structures for finding records in a large

collection (e.g. databases). The efficiency of algorithm based on B-trees increases

when a number of users can manipulate the tree simultaneously. Many algorithms

have been developed over the last three decades to achieve both concurrency and con-

sistency in B-trees. Horvever, current lock-based concurrency control techniques limit

concurrency. Moreover, Iock-based B-trees sufler fiom certain negative scheduling

anomalies, such as deadlock, convoying and priority inversion. Lock-free concurrency

control techniques using, for exampie, Compare and Swap (CRS) can provide improved

concurrent access to data structures including B-trees and othe¡ search structures.

Besides this, correctly designed ìock-free techniques prevent deadlock, convoying and

priority inversion. Considering the advantages of lock-free techniques for other concur-

rent data structures, I propose to develop a lock-free B-tree like structure to support

high performance concurrent in-memory searching in a Non Uniform Memory Access

(NUMA) parallel computing environment.

The use and parallelization of B-trees have both been widely explored in the

past - primarily for application to database implementation and, hence, disk-based

operations. Moving B-trees into memory for use in new online searching applicatìons,



Ab,stract

however, fundamentally changes the characteristics of managing them and will allow

me to effectively exploit the use of lock-free techniques, something that has previously

not been applicable to B-trees.

Itt
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Historically, memory capacity has been limited so that large data collections had

to be stored on disk in databases, which use data structures such as B-trees. With

the availability of large memories, most notably in shared-memory multiprocessors,

this restriction has been relaxed. Correspondingly, a number of new applications have

emerged in such fields as bio-informatics and computational linguistics that require

searching huge collections in memory. A B-tree-like data structure (built in memory)

is still a good solution for such problems.

To achieve concurrency in B-trees, various lock-based algorithms have been de-

signed, but those algorithms suffer from a number of problems. For example, some

algorithms limit efficiency since, when a process manipulates some nodes in a B-tree,

all other processes that want to manipulate the same nodes are forced to wait, even

if concurrent access would not cause any inconsistencies. Additionally, the use of

locks introduces some negative side effects related to scheduling. To address these

problems, I have designed lock-free algorithms for a B-tree variant, where several
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processes can work on the tree simultaneously. More specifically, I have developed

a locality-of-reference-efficient version of Lehman and Yao's Bli'k-tree [24] that does

not require locking and which exploits memory management ideas from the work of

Michael [271. My algorithms are also designed to tolerate variation in memory access

times present in the increasingly common Non Uniform Memory Access (NUMA)

time class of parallel machines.

My algorithms will support in-memory applications. This support is in contrast

to the existing literature on B-trees, which focuses on operations performed on-disk.

Lehman and Yao's lock-based B¿¿"È-tree achieves better concurrency compared to my

Blt'¿-tree. However, when comparing a variant of the lock-based B¿t'fr-tree that has

the same structural complexity in the nodes a.s my B¿t'¿-tree, my Bltr¿-tree performs

better than the linked-list-based variant of the Bli'À-tree when there is no thread

sharing in the same processor. FurthermoreT my lock-free Bli'ú-tree is not prone to

deadlock, priority inversions and convoying, unlike the lock-based B¿trfr-trees.

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, I describe parallel

machines, and different basic concurrency-control techniques. Furthermore, I define

B-trees, B*-trees and B+-trees in the same chapter. I then review some existing

lock-based B-tree algorithms and some lock-free data structures in Chapter 3. In

Chapters 4 and 5, I give the problem description for my thesis research along with

the key features of my algorithm. Chapter 6 describes the implementation details of

my algorithms and Chapter 7 describes my experimental assessment of my algorithms.

Finally, in Chapter B, I summarize my thesis, identifying the contributions made, and

describing possible future research that could be carried out.



Chapter 2

Background

This chapter provides background on parallel machine architectures, and basic

concurrency control techniques as well as a discussion of Binary Search Tlees (BSTs),

2-3 trees, and B-trees and their variants. Those who are fämiliar with this material

may skip this chapter.

2.L Parallel Machines

Parallel machines are collections of computers that communicate with each other

to solve problems by working together simultaneously. The machines in a parallel

computer system execute programs that have been broken into pieces. Each machine

runs different parts of such progrâms on the different computers simultaneously to

obtain faster results. The two major types of architectures that are currently used in

parallel machines are the distributed memory architectures and the shared memory

architectures.
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Figure 2.1: Distributed memory architecture.

2.IJ Distributed Memory Architectures

In a distributed memory architecture [18,30], the parallel processors consist of

local memories tightly-coupled to the central processing units (CPUs). AII processors

are connected through a network to build a parallel machine. Each processor in the

system can only access its orvn local memory, but not the memories local to the other

processors. A computer in a distributed memory architecture machine is known as

a node of the system. All nodes communicate with each other by sending messages

through the network. Figure 2.1 shows a parallel machine using the distributed

memory architecture.

There are some advantages and disadvantages of the distributed memory archi-

tecture compared to the shared memory architecture (see Section 2.I.2 for details

on shared memory architectures). The memory management in distributed memory

architecture is similar to single pïocessor systems, since there is no memory shar-

ing among the processors. Distributed memory architectures are relatively cheaper
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lnterconneclion Fabric

Memory

Figure 2.2: Shared memory architecture.

and more scalable than shared memory architectures. However, when many proces-

sors must frequently access the network to pass messages to each other, the overall

performance of a distributed memory system is normally not as good as the overall

performance of a shared memory architecture with the same number of processors.

2.I.2 Shared Memory Architectures

In a shared memory architecture, each processor has its own cache which is con-

nected to a high-speed interconnection fabric. The interconnection fabric is also

connected to shared memory so that all parallel processors share a single memory.

Figure 2.2 shows a parallei computer system that uses a shared memory architecture.

Shared memory machines also have some advantages and disadvantages. FYom the

user's perspective, they are easier to program and it is convenient to share data in a
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shared memory architecture. On the other hand, the shared memory architecture is

not very scalable, and is more expensive than parallel machines that use a distributed

memory architecture.

In a shared memory architecture, memory access time for the parallel processors

may vary according to the location of the memory. When the memory access time for

all processors to all memory locations is the same, then the shared memory architec-

ture is known as Uniform Memory Access (UMA)-time architecture [18]. Conversely,

when the memory access time for a process depends on how near the memory seg-

ment is to the processor (i.e., if the memory address is nearer to the processor, then

it takes less access time than when the processor accesses a relatively distant memory

location), then that shared memory architecture is called a Non-Uniform Memory

Access (NUMA)-time architecture [18].

2.L.3 Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) Machines

In a NUMA architecture, the shared memory is divided into segments and each

segment is attached to one processor with a connecting bus. A processor in a NUMA

architecture can access its associated memory directly through the bus, but it has

to connect through the interconnection fabric to access memory attached to other

processors. Therefore, the memory M¿, that is attached to processor P¿, càn be treated

as fl's local memory. Thus, fl has faster access to M¿ than other memories in the

parallel machine. Figure 2.3 shows a high-level diagram of the NUMA architecture.

The NUMA architecture has some advantages over uniform memory access (UMA)-

time shared memory architectures. UMA architectures are hard to scale to more than
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lnlercornectìon FaÞric

Figure 2.3: NUMA architecture.

a small number (e.g., 16) of processors. The bottleneck that is created on the inter-

connection fabric to access the singÌe shared memory affects the overall performance

of the parallel processors. However, in a NUMA architecture, each processor has a

direct bus connection to its local memory. Because a processor does not have to

communicate through the interconnection fabric to access its local memory, the in-

terconnection fabric rvorks fäster. Therefore, the NUMA architecture is scalable to

large numbers of processors without affecting the overall performance. This scala-

bility, however, may require careful placement of data in memory on the part of the

programmer.
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2.2 Concurrency

In a parallel machine, a large number of operations may be performed simulta-

neously on a data structure, by different processes or threadsl . In a shared memory

architecture, if more than one process wants to update the same data at the same

memory location at the same time, the content of the data might become inconsistent.

This inconsistency must be prevented.

To ensure consistency, the simplest solution is to perform only one operation at

a time on each data structure. Thus, if one process is searching or updating in a

data structure, then other processes must wait until that process is finished accessing

the structure. However, this solution is not practicai because the overall performance

of all processes accessing that data structure will not be efficient compared to their

performance in a concurrent execution. To achieve better performance, several con-

currency control techniques have been introduced to control concurrent access to, and

manipulation of, data structures. Some of these concurrency control techniques offer

better performance than others in various situations. I will now describe the two

major variants: pessimistic and optimistic concurrency control.

2.2.I Pessimistic Concurrency Control

By pessimistic concurrency control, I mean any technique that prevents any unsafe

concurrent access. More precisely, if there is a vulnerable portion of code (commonly

known as a critical secti.on) where concurrent execution of that code by different

lWithout loss of generality, I wilÌ hence forth use the term process only. Unìess explicitly stated,
remarks made also appìy to other units of concurrency including threads.
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processes might cause inconsistency in the data, then only one process is permitted

to execute that portion of code at a time. The Test-And-Set (TAS) [7] primitive

is commonly used to implement most major pessimistic concurrency-control mecha-

nisms, including locks [6].

Test-And-Set (TAS)

Pessimistic algorithms typically use the Test-And-Set (TAS) instruction [7] as a

primitive building block to ensure that processes can execute their critical sections

mutually exclusively. To ensure the safety of execution of a critical section, TAS

looks at the current status of a shared variable (loct<). If the critical section is

safe because no other process is accessing the shared data (i.e., if lock == 0), a

process is allowed to execute its critical section of code. Otherwise, when lock ==

1 (i.e., the critical section is not safe due to the execution of another concurrent

process), the process must wait until the critical section becomes safe for execution.

This waiting is normally accomplished by busy waiti,ng on the lock using TAS (i.e.,

while(TAS(lock));). The indivisible or atomic2 code in Figure 2.4 shows how TAS

works.

Locking is an example of a pessimistic concurrency-control technique that can be

built using TAS. I will now describe how locking controls concurrency in a multiprocess

environment.
2 An indiu¿sible or atom'ic segment of code is guaranteed to execute in its entirety without any

other process interfering.
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TAS (lock) {

/* Begin atornic */

ofd-value = l-ock;

fock = 1; /+ The shared data object is now l_ocked +/

return ofd-value; /* Returns the original status of the lock */

/* End atomic */

)

Figure 2.4: TAS algorithm.

Locks

Locking [6] a shared data item is the main operating-system-supported pessimistic

concurrency-control approach. I denote a lock associated with a shared data item, X,

by, LockJ. Initially the value of Lock-X is set to 0, as no process has locked the data

item X yet. When a process P1 locks the data item X, the process sets the value of

Lock-X to 1. If any process other than P1 wants to hold the lock of X, it has to wait

in a queue until P1 sets the value of Lock-X back to 0 after it finishes its work on X.

Two operations are performed on locks. They are lock (Lock_X) and unlock (Lock_X) .

A process locks a shared data item X by executing the lock(LockJ) operation (see

Figure 2.5). In lock(Lock-X)) a process tests the value of Lock_X and, if possible

(i.e., if Lock-x == 0), the process locks x by setting the value of Lock-x to 1. This

operation is normally implemented using TAS. If x is already locked (i.e., Lock; ==

1), the runtime environment or OS blocks the process and forces it to wait in a queue

until X is unlocked (instead of busy waiting as rvas done with CAS). Locking blocks

11
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lock (LockJ) {

/* Begin Atomic +/

/* If X is not locked, acquire the l-ock on X */

B: If (Lock-X == 0)

Lock-X = 1;

/+ I1 X is al-ready locked, block the process until- X is unl-ocked */

eJ-se {

r"rhile(Lock-X == 0)

RunTine . BlockMe ( ) ;

go to B;

)

/* End Atornic */

Ì

Figure 2.5: The lock algorithm.

processes when one process holds the lock of a shared data item. Locking, therefore,

guarantees sequential access by all processes to their critical sections. Moreover, this

blocking avoids the inefficiency of the busy waiting associated with using TAS alone.

When a process wants to release the lock from a shared data item X, the process

performs the unlock(Lock-X) operation (see Figure 2.6). In this operation, the

process unlocks X by setting the value of Lock-X back to 0. Afber unlocking X, it

unblocks a process (if any) that wanted to lock X and is currently blocked by the

runtime environment/OS.
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unÌock(Lock-X) {

/* Begin Atonic */

Lock-X = 0; /* unÌock X */

if (any processes are bl-ocked)

unbl-ock one of the bl-ocked processes;

/+ End Atonic */

Ì

Figure 2.6: The Unlock algorithm.

Unfortunately, the overhead of acquiring locks and certain negative scheduling

anomalies, such as deadlock [6], convoying [41] (when a relatively slow process acquires

a iock on a data object, and as a result other processes have to wait for a long time),

and priority inversion [33] (when a low-priority process holds a lock on a shared data

object forcing high-priority processes to wait for it) are undesirable properties of the

use of locks.

2.2.2 Optimistic Concurrency Control

Unlike pessimistic concurrency control, optimistic concurrency-control techniques

assume that there will seldom be conflicts in accessing a shared data object. They

allow concurrent accesses in a critical section without checking whether the access

is safe. Instead, afler computing the new value of a shared data object, but before

storing it, the value used in computing the new value and the current value of the

shared data object are compared. If both values are the same, the old value may
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be safely replaced by the new value since the shared object has not been changed.

Otherwise, the computation must be redone using the changed value. Comparing

the values of the shared object and then possibly updating the object must be done

atomically. The most common examples of optimistic concurrency control are the

so-called lock-free techniques. Lock-free techniques (see Section 2.2.3) use universal

primitives [17] Iike CAS [19] and DCAS [20] to achieve optimistic concurrency control

in parallel machines.

Universal Primitives

Before describing universal primitives, the concepts of the consensus problem [14]

and consensus number It7] need to be understood. In the consensus problem, multiple

concurrent process need to produce a common output from their individual inputs.

If a synchronization primitive can solve the consensus problem for a maximum of n

processes, then n is known as the consensus number of that synchronization primitive.

If there exists a synchronization primitive with a consensus number of infinity, then

it can solve the consensus problem for an infinite number of processes. Herlihy [17]

named such synchronization primitives uniuersal primitives, since they can solve any

concurrency problem with any number of processors.

There are several universal primitives, including non-atomic registers, memory-to-

memory move) CAS, and DCAS, that can be used to build other universal primitives.

CAS and DCAS are examples of primitives that can be used to build other lock-free

objects like lock-free linked lists [27], queues [28], and different types of trees [21, 25].
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Compare-And-Swap (CAS)

Optimistic algorithms commonly use the Compare-And-Swap (CAS) primitive [19]

for concurrency control. If a process wants to update the value stored in some location

address, the process first makes a copy, in ol-d-val-ue, of the contents stored at

location address. Then the process calculates a new value, new-val-ue. The CAS

operation takes address, old-value, and new-value as its arguments, and compares

the contents stored at location address with ol-d-val-ue to make sure they have not

been changed during the computation of the ner¡-value. If no changes were made,

CAS updates the contents of address with nev¡-value and returns TRUE to indicate

that CAS has successfully updated the value at the location address. Otherwise, CAS

returns FALSE, meaning that CAS failed to update the contents at location address

with ner¿-val-ue because some other concurrent process(es) have already manipulated

the contents at location address. The code in Figure 2.7 shows the atomic CAS

operation.

The ABA Problem

wlrat has come to be known as the ABA problem 120] may occur when a system

uses CAS for concurrency control. The ABA problem happens rvhen a process is unable

to recognize certain changes in a shared variable. Suppose the value A is stored at

location, address. To update the contents at the location address, a process P¿

stores A in the variable ol-d-vaIue, and computes the updated value and stores it in

the variable new-val-ue. While process fl computes its new value, some other process

P¡ may update the contents at location address to B, and then another process P¡

15
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CAS (address, o1d-va1ue, nei¿-val-ue) {

/ * Begin atornic */

/+ The ol-d val-ue is replaced by the new val-ue if it is unchangeò, */

if (+address == o]d_vat-ue) {

*address = new_val_ue;

return TRUE;

Ì

/+ If a¡y changes occured, the algorithm returns fail_ure */

else {

return FALSE;

Ì

/x End atornic */

Ì

Figure 2.7: CAS algorithm.

may change the contents at location address back to A. When process fl uses CAS to

compare the contents at location address and old-value, it will succeed since both

contain the same value, A. In such a situation, CAS is unable to detect the changes in

the contents at location address, and will update the contents at location address

with the value stored in new-va]ue. In some cases. the ABA problem may cause

incorrect results.
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Double-Compare-And-Swap (DCAS)

A Double-Compare-And-Swap (DCAS) primitive [20] can be used to solve the ABA

problem. A DCAS operation can simultaneously and atomically modify two arbitrary

data items. DCAS takes six arguments, instead of three as with cAS. They are:

o Locations (addressl and address2) of two shared data items.

r old values (o1d-value1 and ord-varue2) of the two shared data items.

o New values to be stored in the shared data items (new-va1uel and new-value2).

A process using DCAS stores the contents at addressl in ol-d-val-ue1 and the con-

tents at address2 in ol-d-value2, respectively. The process uses DCAS to atomically

compare the contents of addressl with ol-d-val-ue1 and the contents of ad.dress2

lvith old-vafue2 after computing new-vaIue1 and nev¡-val-ue2. If both comparisons

are true, the contents at addressl are replaced with new-val-ue1 and the contents at

address2 are replaced with nei"¡-val-ue2. Figure 2.8 shows the DCAS algorithm.

To solve the ABA problem, a process associates a version number with each shared

data value. The memory location of the data value that a process wants to update,

the original data value itself, and the new value to be stored are used as add.ressl,

oÌd-value1, and new-val-ue1 in the DCAS operation. Besides this, the memory loca-

tion of the version number, the current version number of the data object, and the

new version number (current version number * 1) are sent as address2, oJ,d-va1ue2,

and new-val-ue2 in the same DCAS operation. The DCAS operation compares the

contents at addressl with ol-d-val-uel (data to be updated), and the contents at

address2 with ol-d-vaIue2 (version number). If both equality checks return true, the

I7
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DCAS(*addressl, *address2, ol-d-va]ue1, old_value2, new_value1,

new-value1) {

/+ Begin atornic *,/

if ( (*addressl == ol-d-valuel¡ gg (+address2 == ol_d_val_ue2) ) {

xaddressl = new-vaÌue1;

*address2 = new-value2;

return TRUE;

)

else {

return FALSE;

Ì

/* End atomic *,/

Ì

Figure 2.8: The DCAS aìgorithm.

process atomically updates the contents at addressl with new-vafuel and updates

the contents at address2 with ner¡_val-ue2 (the incremented version number) * u

record of the update. If other concurrent processes update the contentss of addressl

during the computation of the new value to potentially cause an ABA problem, they

will also increment the corresponding version number. Thus, the comparison of the

old and current version numbers (address2 and otd-vaIue2) will detect the changes

and thereby prevent the process from updating the contents of addressl.
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2.2.3 Lock-free Concurrency Control Techniques

In a lock-free environment, the concurrent processes, operating on a shared data

object, do not need to wait to access a critical section while another process accesses its

corresponding critical section. Unlike with locking techniques) concurrent processing

using lock-free techniques do not hold locks on a shared data object while working

on that object. With lock-free techniques, processes use optimistic primitives, such

as CAS, to achieve concurrency.

Non-blocking techniques and wait-free techniques are two types of widely-used

lock-free techniques. If a lock-free technique guarantees that some processes will

complete their operations in a finite number of steps, then that lock-free technique is

non-bloclci,ng. If the lock-free technique guarantees that every process will complete

its operations in a finite number of steps regardless of the execution speeds of the

other processes, then that lock-free technique is wait-Jree [17].

2.2.4 Pessimistic Versus Optimistic Concurrency Control

Optimistic concurrency control algorithms have some advantages over pessimistic

concurrency control algorithms in the absence of frequent access conflicts between

concurrent processes. Algorithms based on CAS (and similar primitives) have almost

no overhead when compared to locking. Using lock-based algorithms, whethe¡ there

are conflicts or not, a process needs to invoke the operating system to test the lock

of the critical section. Further, other processes cannot access the critical section

concurrently. Therefore, if no conflict occurs between processes, optimistic algorithms

can accommodate more concurrency u'ith less overhead than lock-based algorithms.

19
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Additionally, optimistic algorithms ensure a deadlock-free environment, whereas

in a multiprocess environment using pessimistic algorithms like locking techniques,

if, for example, a faulty process acquires a lock and halts, other processes needing

the lock can never proceed, causing deadlock [6]. Besides this, there are no priority

inversions [33] when using optimistic algorithms. Unlike pessimistic algorithms, with

optimistic algorithms, a higher-priority process can perform operations on a concur-

rent object without even being blocked by a lower-priority process. Furthermore,

pessimistic algorithms are prone to convoying [41], whereas optimistic algorithms

guarantee progress of some concurrent process(es) during execution of a critical sec-

tion.

However, in the presence of frequent conflicts, optimistic algorithms may take more

time than lock-based algorithms, since processes will need to recompute new values

when other processes have changed the shared data objects. Designing an intelligent,

cost-effective lock-free algorithm can, however, keep the cost at an acceptable level.

2.3 Search Tlees

Searching for a specific object from a collection of data is a very common problem

in computer science. Many search algorithms have been designed that take signifi-

cantly less running time to find a data object than linear search. Search trees are

often the basis of such efficient algorithms. In a tree, data objects stored in the nodes

can work as routers to quickly guide a search to a desired data object. Binary search

trees (BSTs), 2-3 trees and B-trees are some examples of such search trees.
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Figure 2.9: A Binary Search Tlee (BST).

2.3.1 Binary Search Tbees

A binary search tree (BST) 122] is a tree structure in which each node contains a

key, and is allor¡'ed to have at most two children. The root of the tree is the entry

point of the search algorithrn. In a binary search tree, any key that is in the subtree

rooted at the left child of a node N is less than or equal to the key stored at .ly', and

any key that is stored in the subtree rooted at the right child of.¡/ is greater than

the key stored in //. A binary search tree allows multiple entries containing the same

key. Figure 2.9 shows a binary search tree.

To search for a key in a binary search tree, the search process starts searching for

the key in the root. if the given key is not equal to the key that is stored in the root,

the process must look for the key in a child of the root. If the given key is less than

\
( r, I
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the key stored in the root, the process goes to the left child of the root. Otherwise,

the process goes to the right child of the root. This process continues to route to the

appropriate child of each current node until the process finds the given key. If the

search process reaches a leaf of the tree and still does not find the key, it concludes

that the given key does not exist in the binary search tree.

2.3.2 2-3 Tþees

The 2-3 tree structure (see Figure 2.10) is very similar to the binary search tree

structure. The major difference is that 2-3 tree nodes can contain one or two keys,

and have two or three children. The keys in a node of a 2-3 tree are stored in sorted

order. If the key k¿"¡1is to the left of the key krisht¡ then k¿"¡¿ 1 k,isht. If the three

children of node ly' are Ct"fr, C*¿d, and C,¿n¡¡, where C¡"¡¡ is the left, C^¿¿ is the

middle, and C,¿n¡,1is the right child of .Ày', then:

o any key in the subtree rooted at C¿"¡¿ is less than or equal to k¿"1¿,

any key in the subtree rooted at C^¿¿ is greater Lltan k¿"¡¡ and less than or equal

to kr¿n¡¿.

. any key in the subtree rooted at Cr¿n¡¡ is greater than k,¿n¡1,

The search algorithm in a 2-3 tree rvorks in a similar way to the search algorithm

in a binary search tree. A search process in a 2-3 tree starts searching for a key in

the root, and it repeatedly moves to a child of the current node until it finds a match

for the given key. in a 2-3 tree, if a search process is in a node ly', it compares the

leftmost key, k¡"¡¿, with the given key. If the current key is equal to the given key, the
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Figure 2.10: A 2-3 Ti'ee.

search algorithm concludes that the key is in node ¡\¡. If the given key is less than

k¡"p, then the search algorithm goes to N's leftmost child, C¿"¡¿. rf the given key is

greater Nhan k¿"¡¿, then the search algorithm compares the given key with k,¿n¡¿. If

tlre given key is equal to krightt then the search algorithm concludes that the key is in

the 2-3 tree. If the given key is less than krisht, the search algorithm goes to C^¿¿,the

middle child of N. OtÌrerwise, tire search algorithm goes to ,Ày''s right child, Ç¿n¿¿. If

the search algorithm goes to the leaf level, yet cannot find the given key in the 2-3

tree, it concludes that the key is not in the 2-3 tree.

2.3.3 B-trees and Their Variants (B+ Tbees, B* Tbees)

The B-tree, introduced by Bayer and McCreight [3], is useful for organizing and

maintaining large collections of ordered data. A B-tree is a significantly more efficient

index tlian the search trees described in Section 2.3.1 and Section 2.3.2 when a user

wants to index a large collection of many records3, especially when the records are

3A record is a collection of information associated with a key in a tree.
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stored on secondary storage. B*-trees. B+-trees, Bl¿'È-trees andB^od-trees are the key

variants of B-trees. I will now describe the properties of, and operations on, regular

B-trees and their basic (non-parallel) variants.

B-trees

A B-tree is a tree structure with the following properties:

Each tree has a branching factor, rn, associated with it. The branching factor

of a B-tree specifies the maximum number of children that a node can have.

The root node is either a leaf containing from I to m - 1 keys, or it has d

children and d - 1 keys, where 2 S d < rn.

o A non-root leaf contains d - 1 keys, where lmlZl 1 d 1m.

o A non-root, non-leaf node has d children and d- 1 keys, where lmlZl 1 d" 1 m.

c The leaves of a B-tree are all on the same level of the tree (i.e., the depths of

all the leaves are the same).

There are special rules for the keys and pointers in B-tree nodes. Each non-

leaf node contains d pointers to its d children. These pointers are referred to as

Co,Ct,C2,.. .,C¿-r. Further, the keys in each node of a B-tree are stored in sorted

order. The keys of a node are referred to as k¡, kt,kz,...,ltd_z, where k¿ < k¿¡1. In

the subtree rooted at such a node, any key less than k6 resides in the child pointed

to by Cs (or one of its descendants), and any key greater than lc¿-2 resides in the

child pointed to by C¿-1 (or one of its descendants). Any key greater than ,k¿ (where
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Figure 2.I7: A B-tree of order 4.

0 < i < rn - 3) and less than k¿a1 resides in the child pointed to by c¿a1 (or one of

its descendants). Figure 2.I! shows a B-tree of order 4.

The branching factor m and the height h of a B-tree determine the cost when a

process searches for a particular key in a B-tree. If n is the total number of keys

stored in a B-tree, then the height h of the tree is log¡*¡21((n+t)lz) * 1. Therefore,

a user can store more than 16 million records in only three levels in a B-tree of order

256, whereas a binary search tree needs 23 levels to store the same number of records.

Since the cost ofsearching for a key is directly related to the height ofthe tree, B-trees

take less time for searching than binary trees. This is particularly true for trees on

secondary storage where anIlO operation is typically required for each node accessed,

but it is also becoming increasingly important in memory as well when locality issues

are considered.
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Figure 2.I2: A B*-tree of order 3.

B*-trees

Wedekind [38] introduced a variant of the B-tree called the B*-tree. A B*-tree

is similar to a regular B-tree, except that the keys and their associated records are

stored only in the leaves of the tree. Each key in a leaf is paired with a pointer to the

record that is associated with that key. The non-leaf nodes of a B*-tree also contain

key values, but those values are not associated with any record. Instead, those keys

are only used during searching to locate the keys stored in the leaves. Figure 2.i2

shows the structure of a B*-tree of order 3.

B*-tree Operations

To search for a particular key, /c, in a B*-tree, the search process starts at the

root and proceeds downward to find the leaf that contains k. To move a level down,

bhe search process compares k with the keys in the current node. If k < k¡, then

-." 
,lss eel
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the process follows pointer p6 to the correct child of the current node. If k > l"¿-z

in the current node, then the search process follows the rightmost pointer p¿-1 of the

current nodetofind the proper chiìd. If lc¿ <k 1k¿+t, (where 0 < i < m-3), then

the search process follows pointer p¿.,.1 . This procedure continues at subsequent levels

until the process finds the leaf node where the key, k, should reside. If the search

process finds k in the leaf L, it returns the key ,b along with the related data from the

associated record. Otherwise, the search process returns false since k does not exist

in the B*-tree.

A process performs trvo major steps to complete an insertion operation on a B*-

tree. In the first step, the process finds the correct leaf., L, in the B*-tree in which

to insert the key k. This step is identical to the search process. In the second step,

the process inserts k into the leaf L. 11 L contains less than m - I keys, then Z is an

znsertion-saJe leaf since there is room for k. The process terminates by inserting k

into .L while maintaining the sorted order. If tr is full (i.e. , if tr already has rn - 1 keys) ,

the insertion of Æ will cause an overflow in l. When this happens, the process splits

the leaf l into two leaves Lorisinar (the original leaf) and L,¿n¡¿ (the newly-created

leaf). Lo,¿n¿,ro¿ is made the left sibling of L,¿n¡¿. Lorisinar gets the l*lZl smallest keys

and Lr¿n¡¿ gets the l*lZl largest keys from Loràsinat.Thus, each of Lorisinat and Lr¿n¡¡

gets half of the keys from Lorisinatt including k, in sorted order. Then, the process

inserts a copy of the middle key of .L into the parent of tr, the node F. Assuming the

middle key of I is now the i-th key of F, then the process sets the pointer p¿ of F

to point Lo Lo,¿n¿no¿ and sets the pointer p¿+t of F to point ro L,¿n¡1. As a result of

pushing up the middle key, F may itself overflow. In this case, the process splits -F

27
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in the same way and pushes its middle key another level up. This splitting continues

until one of the following cases occurs:

1. The process finds a non-full node to accommodate the middle key.

2. The process reaches the root Ã, and ,R is full.

In the first case, the insertion process stops since the middle key that was pushed up

has been accommodated. In the second case, where the root -R is full, the process

splits R into tn'o nodes and creates a new root node .R"r"-, which contains only the

middle key of the previous root ,R.

Like the insertion operation, the deletion operation also has two major steps. In

the first step, the deletion process finds the leaf L containing the key, k, to be deleted.

In the second step, k is deleted from,L. The leaf tr is called deletzon-safe if .L contains

more than l* lZl keys because then a key deletion will not cause an underfìow in the

B*-tree node.

If I is not deletion-safe, then tr needs to merge with one of its adjacent sibling

leaves, l'. Suppose the total number of keys in tr and L' is n, and that l, is immedi-

ately to the left of Z' (exchange ,L and L' in the foìlowing if tr is immediately to the

right of L').If n> rn - 1, then the keys must be equally distributed between.L and

,L'. Then the key that separates -L from tr' in their parent, F, must be updated to

reflect the re-distribution of keys in tr and L' . At this poìnt, the deletion is complete.

However, if. n < m - 7, then all keys rrom L' are shifted to tr, and tr' is deleted from

the tree. Then the key that separates tr from tr' in their parent, F, is discarded along

with the pointer to L' . If .F now suffers from underflow, the same merging procedure

(with ,F and an adjacent sibling of F) solves the problem.
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Figure 2.13: A B+-tree.

If the root has only two children and the two children of the root are merged, then

the original root is deleted and the merged child becomes the new root. in this way,

the height of the B*-tree is decreased.

B+-trees

The B+-tree, introduced by Comer [B], is another variant of a B-tree. B*-trees

and B+-trees have similar properties since, in both trees, the keys associated u,ith

the records reside only in the leaves of the tree. The only addition in a B+-tree is

that each leaf node of a B+-tree has an extra sibling pointer that points to the next

leaf node to its right. These sibling pointers allow for fast sequential processing of all

data in the tree. Figure 2.13 shorvs a B+-tree with sibling pointers between the leaf

nodes.

29
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Related Work

This section reviews work that

mainly on concurrent algorithms for

is more directly related to

B-trees and their variants.

my thesis, focussing

3.1 Concurrent Algorithms for B-trees and Their

Variants

Several concurrent B-tree algorithms were designed for use in databases in the mid

70's, but others are more recent. All of the algorithms presented here are pessimistic

lock-based algorithms, where a process locks anywhere between a single node to a

portion of the tree while performing an operation on that tree.

The fìrst concurrent B-tree algorithm was developed by Samadi [32], whose ap-

proach was very simple. When a process needs to perform an insertion or deletion,

Samadi's algorithm locks the entire subtree rooted at the node being manipulated.

Bayer and Schkolnick [ ] improved Samadi's algorithm by introducing write-
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exclusion locks, where other processes can read, but not write, the data in the portion

of the tree locked with a write-exclusion lock. Therefore, even if a process has a write-

excìusion lock on a node, other processes can concurrently perform searches through

that node, since a search involves only reading the content of each node visited. An

update (i.e., insertion or deletion) process must acquire a write-exclusion lock on each

node from the root to the appropriate leaf. The write-exclusion locks on those nodes

allor¡' other concurrent processes to read the contents of those nodes if necessary.

Once the update process finds the proper leaf in which to insert or delete a key, the

process acquires an exclusive lock on that leaf, and updates that node (in this case,

the leaf). The exclusive ìock prevents other processes from either reading or writing

that node, and thus maintains the consistency of the tree. The write-exclusion locks

increase the concurrency compared to the regular locks used in Samadi's algorithm,

but only by a limited amount.

Some other concurrent B-tree algorithms were developed by Miller and Snyder [29],

Ellis [13], and Guibas and Sedgwick [16], but none of them make significant enough

improvements to the aÌgorithms described above to warrant detailed discussion.

Lehman and Yao 124]came up with an algorithm that introduced abottom-up re-

structuring method for B-trees. Most later researchers, such as Lanin and Shasha [23],

Biliris [5] and others, were influenced by Lehman and Yao's algorithm. In the fol-

lowing subsections, i describe the B¿i"k-tree of Lehman and Yao [24], the overtaking

algorithm of Sagiv [31], the symmetric concurrent algorithm of Lanin and Shasha [23],

the operation-specific lock algorithm of Biliris [5], the improved overtaking algorithm

by de Jonge and Schijf ll2l, and the B^od-tree algorithm of Das and Demuynck [11].
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These works form the core of research related to lock-based concurrency control on

B-trees and their variants. Figure 3.1 shows the relationship between the discussed

variants of B-trees and algorithms on them.

3.1.1 Lehman and Yao's Blt'k-tree

Lehman and Yao [24] introduced a variation on B*-trees, rvhich they named the

B¿¿"k-tree. The difference between a B*-tree and a B¿"À-tree is that each node in a

B¿i'k-tree has an extra pointer, known as the link pointer, that points to the node

immediately to its right at the same level in the tree. The link pointers of the

rightmost nodes at each level are null pointers. When a node is split, the new node

is made the sibling immediately to the right of the splitting node, so keys only move

to the right in a split. Therefore, as a result of any manipulation in the B¿¿"fr-tree, if

any key is moved to a node to the right, the link pointers can be used to find that

key. Besides this, each node in a Bti"k-tree has a highkey field that contains the

value of the highest key in the subtree rooted at 1/. Figure 3.2 shows an example of

a B¿i'k-tree.

A process starts a search operation ¡n u Slin't-¿ree from the root, and goes down

from one level to the next to find the leaf, tr, that should contain the key ,k. When

the process is visiting a node, M , and wants to move a level dorvn, the search process

compares k with the keys residing in M todecide which child of M is the appropriate

child to examine next. If the search process picks N as the appropriate child of M, it

compares k with the highkey, hku,of I/. If hkN < k, then the process examines the

node immediately to the right of .lú, and compares k with the highkey of that node.
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Figure 3.2: An example of a Bl¿"ft-tree.

Tiris process continues until the process finds a node N', where hk¡v, > k, at which

point the search process knows that this node is the proper child node of M needed

to reach tr.

After the process moves from a node M to its child N, it again compares the

highkey, hlc¡'¡, of N with k to deal with any issues occurring due to other concurrent

operations performed by other processes. If the process finds hlc¡v < k, it follows the

link pointer of // to find a sibling node of ,^/ to the right where the highkey of that

node is greater than or equal to k.

Eventually, the process reaches the leaf level and finds the leaf tr that contains k.

When the search process finds Z, then it compares each key of I with the given key

k. If the examined key, k",o*¿n", is less than the given key k, then the search process

examines the key immediately after lí"ro i.n". If the search process finds a key in the

leaf L that is equal to the given key k, it concludes that the given key k resides in -L,

and returns tr and k. If the search process examines a key in the leaf L that is greater

than the given key k, or in the leaf level, while looking for the appropriate leaf to
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search for the given key, if the search process comes to the rightmost leaf of the tree

and still has not found the proper leaf, the process concÌudes that k does not exist

in the tree. Even though Bl¿"k-trees use lock-based algorithms) no locking is required

during searching in a B¿i'À-tree.

Like an insertion in a regular B*-tree, insertion in a B¿¿"È-tree is performed in two

major steps, the search step and the insertion step. The search step is similar to

the search process described above. In addition, the insertion process remembers the

rightmost node explored at each level of the tree by pushing the node's address onto a

stack. The insertion step is also similar to an insertion in a regular B*-tree. However,

the insertion process must acquire an update lock on the leaf L so it can insert the

key, k, into tr. After the insertion is done, the process releases the lock from I. in

case of overflow in L, k is inserted into .L, and a new node -L' is created. The ìink

pointer of I' is set to point where the old link pointer of L used to point, and the

link pointer of ,L is set to point to -L'. Then, the rightmost half of the contents of ,L

is moved lo L' . After copying the keys to L' lhe insert process acquires an update

lock on F, the parent of tr. The node F is found by popping a node from the stack,

which is used to remember the path from the leaf to the root traversed by the insert

process. Once F is locked, the insert process inserts a copy of the middle key of the

original I (before splitting) in the parent .F. The pointer from F to Z' is set in the

same way as in regular B*-trees. If F overflows) necessary steps are taken, in the same

way, by splitting F into two nodes, and by linking those nodes to their parents as in

the regular B*-tree algorithm. An insertion process locks a node whenever it needs

to update that node. After updating a node, the lock is released by the process.
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One issue with Lehman and Yao's insertion algorithm is that the nodes stored

on the stack may not match the current state of the tree due to other concurrent

updates. N4ore precisely, when an insert process gets a parent node -F from the stack,

due to concurrent splits of .F, the node on the stack might not be the current parent

of the node .Ày' at that moment. To solve this problem, an insertion process compares

the highkey, hkr, of F with the highkey, hk¡¡, of N. 7f hkF happens to be less

than å,k¡, then the insert process has to follow the right ìink pointer of F to find the

appropriate sibling of F tirat is the correct parent of ,ly'.

When a process wants to delete a key, k, from a Bl¿"È-tree, the search step of

the deletion algorithm is identical to that of the insertion algorithm for a B¿t"ft-tree.

In the deletion step, the leaf L is locked by the process and the key k is removed

from tr. Lehman and Yao's algorithm allows a leaf to have fewer than lml2f keys,

whereas, in a standard B-tree and its variants, an underfull node is merged with a

sibling. Allowing ferver than l*lZl keys in a node in Lehman and Yao's B¿i'È-tree

maximizes efficiency since no further locks are required for further merges (as merges

are not required). Hence, more concurrency is achieved as other processes can access

those unlocked nodes. This enhanced concurrency is useful when different processes

perfbrm fiequent deletes on a B¿i"È-tree. Overall space efficiency may, however, suffer.

3.7.2 Sagiv's Bli'k-trees with Overtaking

The concurrent algorithm developed by Sagiv [3i] is very similar to Lehman and

yuor. Slin't-tree algorithm. Like Lehman and Yao's algorithm, Sagiv's algorithm is

designed to operate on u Slinlc-tree and Sagiv's algorithm uses only update locks
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for insertions and deletions. One big difference between Lehman and Yao's B¿i"k-

tree algorithm and Sagiv's overtaking algorithm is Lehman and Yao's algorithm do

not merge nodes in case of underflow whereas, if a node is underfull because of a

key deletion, Sagiv's deletion aìgorithm merges that node with one of its siblings.

F\rrthermore, during a search or update operation, if any unexpected situation occurs

in a node (e.g., if the node has been deleted by another process), the process stops

and restarts from the root, since some process has oaertalcen another.

The nodes of the Bti"k-tree in Sagiv's algorithm have fields similar to those of

Lehman and Yao's B¿i'À-tree. Additionally, each node in Sagiv's B¿¿'k-tree has two

new fields. One field is a delete bit, and the other is a lowkey field. If a process

is about to delete a node, the process sets the del-ete bit of the node to warn other

processes that this node is about to be deleted. The l-owkey field of a node ly' is

similar to the highkey field and indicates the lowest key in the subtree rooted at -ðy'.

Sagiv's search algorithm is similar to the search algorithm for Lehman and Yao's

Blt'fr-tree. The only difference is that if a search process accesses a node .l/ with its

del-ete bit set by another process, or if the key k to be searched for is less than

the lowkey,lk¡¡, of node -ly', the search process stops and restarts searching from the

root again. The process must restart the search because a node ll with its delete

bit set cannot safely be used in searching. Also, if the lowkey,llr¡¡, of node -ðy', is

greater than ,k (which may arise due to concurrent merges caused by other deletions),

then k must reside in a node to the left of the node containing lk¡¿. Since there are

no left-pointing links for the nodes in B¿¿"k-trees, the search process) again, needs to

restart from the root.

ó/
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Sagiv's insert algorithm and Lehman and Yao's insert algorithm are almost iden-

tical. One difference is that the search step of Sagiv's insert process remembers the

rightmost node accessed at each level so that backtracking is simplified. When the in-

sertion process finds the appropriate node in which to insert the new key, the process

Iocks the node to avoid conflicts due to other concurrent processes. After locking

the node, the process inserts the key. The process splits a node, if necessary, in the

same way as in Lehman and Yao's algorithm. F\rrther, Lehman and Yao's insertion

algorithm ignores the details of new root creation. Sagiv, however, mentions that,

to avoid the creation of more than one new root at a time by different concurrent

processes, the insertion process must hold an update lock on the previous root. Then

it can take the necessary steps to create a new root.

Sagiv's deletion algorithm also has two major steps as in Lehman and Yao's dele-

tion algorithm. While Lehman and Yao's deletion algorithm allows underflow in a

node, Sagiv's algorithm periodically runs an independent compression process to en-

sure that there are at least l^lZ] keys in each node. The compression process locks

and examines each node N and each pair of its children ,4 and B, where B is the

sibling immediately to the right of ,4,. If the total number of keys in both ,4 and B is

less than n - L, then the keys of A and B are merged into ,4, and B is deleted. If B

is deleted from the tree, the compression process deletes the key separator of.4, and

B from ll, and updates the high key of A in I/. If neither -4 nor B areunderfull, the

compression process unlocks N, A, and B, and moves to the next sibling nodes C

and D, to the right of B. When the compression process moves to C and D, it locks

ly', C and D. Since the compression process locks the involved parent node and one
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pair of its children during the compression, and unlocks all three of them when the

compression is done, the compression process can run concurrently with other search,

insertion, deletion, or compression processes. If .ô/ has an odd number of children,

the compression process allows the rightmost child of lr/ to be underfull.

3.1_.3 Lanin and shasha's symmetric concurrent B-tree Al-

gorithm

Lanin and Shasha's algorithm [23] also uses locks to do searches and updates.

However, a read lock is required to read a node which allows other processes to read,

but not write (update), that node concurrently. To insert or delete a key in a leaf, a

process must hold the leaf's write lock to prevent other processes from updating that

node concurrently.

When a process wants to search for, insert or delete a key using Lanin and Shasha's

algorithm, the process needs to first locate the position of the key. This locate phase

is similar to Lehman and Yao's search algorithm, but, at each level, when a node N is

accessed, the process acquires a read lock on that node. The read lock is released from

ly' when the process finds the proper child node at the next level. The release of the

read locks at each level allows more concurrency (since a read ìock is incompatible

with a write lock on the same node). As a consequence of releasing the read lock

from a node -ôy', other concurrent insert or delete processes can acquire a write lock

on l/ if necessary. The insertion and deletion algorithms work in the same v/ay as

Lehman and Yao's insertion and deletion algorithms. To insert or delete a key from a

selected leaf, a write lock is set on the leaf and then the necessary updates take place.
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If the key insertion or deletion does not cause an overflow or underflow in a leaf,

the updating process releases the write lock from the leaf. Otherwise, the updating

process hoids the write lock and calls for a restructuring operation.

A restructuring operation splits a leaf into two when there is an overflow in the

node, or merges two nodes into a single node when there is an underflow in the

node. The restructuring operation has two steps. The first step is called a half-spli't

for insertion, and a half-merge for deletion. The restructuring operation creates or

deletes a node, and rearranges the keys in the half split or half merge, as needed'

After performing the half-split or half-merge, the process releases all locks from the

nodes. Therefore, before the completion of the restructuring phase other processes

can work on the nodes that are involved in the half split or merge, increasing the

concurrency of the update algorithms. During the second step of the restructuring

phase, named ad,d.-ti,nks (for insert) or rernoue-li,nks (for delete), the process properly

sets up all the pointers to the new nodes from the parent and siblings. If any node

at a higher level needs further splitting or merging, the process repeats the steps in

the same way.

3.t.4 Biliris' Operation-Specific Locking Algorithm

In Biliris' algorithm [5], four types of operation-specific locks (read lock, insert

lock, delete lock and exclusive lock) are introduced. A process holds a specific lock

(e.g., an insert lock) for a specific operation (e.g., an insert operation). A read lock

is used when any node is accessed for reading during searching. When a node is

accessed for an insertion or a deletion operation in one of its descendant leaf nodes,
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Table 3.1: Lock compatibility rules in Biliris' operation-specifrc locking algorithm.

Already
acquired a:

Requesting
a read
lock

Requesting
a insert
lock

Requesting
a delete
Iock

Requesting
an exclusive
lock

read lock No No No No

insert lock Yes Yes (if
insertion safe)

No No

delete lock Yes No Yes (if
deletion safe)

No

exclusive lock No Yes Yes No

the insert lock or the delete lock is used, respectively. Hence, these locks indicate the

intention of performing an insertion (respectively, a deletion) further down the tree.

The exclusìve lock is used for an update in a node.

Not all lock types are compatible with every other type. Biliris defines specific

compatibility rules for pairs of locks ensuring correctness while maximizing concur-

rency. The rules are given in Table 3.1.

Biliris' search algorithm works the same as Lanin and Shasha's [23] search aìgo-

rithm since both use read locks. However, according to Biliris' compatibility rules, if

any process already holds a node's exclusive lock, another process cannot acquire the

node's read lock. So a search process may be temporarily delayed if it attempts to
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search through a node that has an exclusive lock on it'

An insertion pïocess starts at the root and initially holds the root's insert lock.

An insertion process acquires a read lock on a node after holding an insert lock on

that node. The process releases the read lock of the node when it finds the proper

child of that node and acquires an insert and a read lock on that child node. When

the process finds the proper leaf node, it converts the insert lock to an exclusive lock,

and the key is inserted in that leaf. If the leaf is full, the node is split into two nodes

as in Lehman and Yao's algorithm. When the insertion is complete, the insert locks

are released from all nodes encountered during the insertion.

The deletion process works in a similar way, except that the process holds delete

Iocks rather than insert locks on the nodes that it traverses. After a key deletion, if

a node no longer contains sufficient keys, then the node is merged with a sibling. All

delete locks are released at the end of the reorganization'

3.1_.5 De Jonge and schijf's Improved overtaking Algorithm

De Jonge and Schijf [12] suggest some improvements to Sagiv's B¿i'À-tree algorithm

with overtaking. The insert and delete algorithms of de Jonge and Schijf have two

steps. The first step is to search for a key, k, and the next step is either to insert or

delete k. Instead of restructuring the B-tree after each insert and delete operation,

de Jonge and Schijf suggest an overall maintenance process that runs after several

inserts and deletes to restructure the tree as needed. Besides this difference, there is

no lowkey field in each node as in Sagiv's overtaking algorithm. De Jonge and Schijf's

algorithms always move information to the right. Therefore, there is no chance that
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the key being searched for will be less than (i.e., to the left of) the lowkey of the

current node during a search, so no lotrkey field is needed.

The search algorithm of de Jonge and Schijf is almost the same as Sagiv's algo-

rithm. However, the search algorithm does not need to restart when it encounters a

node with its delete bit set. When the search algorithm reaches a node with its

delete bit set, the algorithm follows the node's link pointer to find the correct node

to the right at the same level and then moves down to the next level.

There are also slight differences in the insert and delete algorithms between de

Jonge and Schijf's and Sagiv's aìgorithms. In de Jonge and Schijf's update algorithms,

the rightmost nodes encountered at each level during the search step need not be

remembered. Also, naturally, the update process does not have to be restarted from

the root if it encounters a node with its del-ete bit set. The update key step is

identical in both Sagiv's and de Jonge and Schijf's algorithm, except for the separate

restructuring process.

3.1.6 Das and Demuynck's Bmod-tree Algorithm

Das and Demuynck [11] designed a variation on the B-tree, which they refer to as

the B-"d-tree (B-tree with Multiple Access and Dilation). B-"d-trees allow insertions

of keys without node splitting. Moreover, B-od-trees allow simultaneous insertions

of keys in the same locked node by multiple processes. After a number of insertions,

a restructuring algorithm is executed to re-establish the properties of B-od-trees.

The B-"d-tree algorithm minimizes the overhead of locks used for insertion, and also

eliminates the time for node splitting since the insertion algorithm does no splitting.
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Therefore, the B-od-tree algorithm achieves noticeable speedup relative to the other

lock-based B-tree algorithms.

The B*od-tree data structure is slightly different from the B¿i'È-tree data structure.

In B-od-trees, each leaf is a hash table with b buckets. The keys in each leaf are stored

in semi-sorted order: tf L¡ and. Li àîe two arbitrary leaves of aB*"d-Iree, and if 'L¿

is to the left of tr¡, then all keys residing in .L¿ are less than all keys residing in L¡.

Each leaf L in a B-od-tree also contains an overf low pointer' When a key needs

to be inserted into a full leaf .L, instead of splitting -L, a new node O with the same

structure as a leaf is created to accommodate the new key. The node O is called an

overf low node for -L. The overflow pointer of tr is then set to point to O'

Besides the differences in the leaves, each node in a B-od-tree also contains an

obsol-ete-f1ag. During the restructuring phase in a B-"d-tree' some nodes may be

deleted from the tree. Before deleting any node, the restructuring algorithm sets the

obsol-ete-f lag of that node to inform other concurrent processes about the upcoming

deletion of that node from the tree. Like the highkey field of each node, as in Lehman

and Yao's B¿i"ft-tree algorithm, each node of the B*od-l,ree has a naxirnun key field

that contains the largest key associated with that node'

A search process starts at the root node and repeatedly proceeds to a node in the

next level to reach the Ieaf that contains the search key, k. When a search process

encounters a new node, it first consults the obsolete-flag to check the validity of

the node. If the obsotete-f 1ag is set, the process proceeds to the node immediately

to the right and continues moving right until it finds a node that is not obsolete.

When the search process reaches the leaf level, k is hashed to find the appropriate
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bucket. If k is not found in the leaf, the search process follows the overflow link to

access the chain of overflow nodes. The search plocess continues until it finds k in an

overflow node. If k is not in the overflow chain, the algorithm concludes that k does

not exist in the tree. During the execution of the search algorithm, if a concurrent

restructuring algorithm is working on the same node as the search algorithm, the

search algorithm waits until the restructuring algorithm finishes working with that

node. The search algorithm does not hold any locks on any node.

The insertion process works like the search process until it finds the correct leaf,

.L, in which it will insert the key, k. when the process finds ,L, and -L is insertion-

safe, it locks .L to ìnsert k. otherwise, the insertion plocess locks and follows the

overflow pointer to find an overflow node to accommodate k' If no such node exists'

the process creates a new overflow node and inserts k in thai overflow node' After

the insertion, all locks are released by the process'

When concurrent processes perform frequent operations on a B*od-tree' it may

cause many overflow nodes in the leaves. Therefore, the tree needs restructuring. The

restructuring algorithm works on one level of the tree at a time, starting from the leaf

level. The algorithm starts restructuring from the leftmost node in a level, and then

proceeds towards the nodes to the right. There ale sepalate restructuring functions

for the leaves, the intermediate nodes and the root of the tree.

The B-od-tree restructuring algorithm consumes significant space as the restruc-

turing phase creates new nodes at each level of the tree. However, since nodes are

not split during the insertion phase, the insertion algorithm achieves better efficiency

than other B-tree algorithms.
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g.t.7 Performance Evaluation of concurrent B-trees

srinivasan and carey [34, 35] conducted experiments using some of the B-tree

algorithms discussed and published a comparative performance analysis of those al-

gorithms. They divided the algorithms into four categories: the algorithms using

exclusive locks (X-LC), the algorithms using shared locks (SIX-LC), the optimistic

algorithms(oPT),andtheB-linktreealgorithms(B-LINK).

Algorithms, such as Bayer and schkolnick's algorithm, that use exclusive locks

to traverse the tree to search for or update a key belong in the x-LC category' The

exclusive locks completely shut off the path from the root to the leaf while one process

is searching for or updating a key in the tree'

on the other hand, algorithms such as Lanin and shasha's symmetric concurrent

algorithm use read locks from the root to the appropriate leaf in their search and

update processes. The read locks allow other concurrent processes to read the locked

nodes, which exclusive locks do not permit' These types of algorithms are referred to

as sIX-LC algorithms in srinivasan and carey's experiments' They differentiate the

SH-LC algorithms into B-SIX algorithms and TD-SIX algorithms' They categorize

algorithms like Bayer and schkolnick's algorithm with shared (sIX) locks as a B-SIX

algorithm (the a comes from Bayer and schkolnick's algorithms), and the top-down

algorithms, such as Lanin and Shasha's that use SIX locks as TD-SIX algorithms (the

?D comes from Top-Down algorithms)'

The next category introduced by Srinivasan and carey are the oPT (oPTimistic)

algorithms. when an oPT algorithm encounters an unsafe node along a path to the

leaf level, the search or update process backs off and restarts the search or update op-
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eration from the root. The algorithms designed by sagiv, and de Jonge and schijf are

examples of oPT algorithms. srinivasan and carey categorize the oPT algorithms

into B-OPT algorithms, TD-OPT algorithms, and OPT-DLOCK algorithms' Bayer

and schkoìnick's algorithm could be categorized as a B-OPT algorithm if it were to

restart on detecting a conflict, while the top-down algorithms like Lanin and sha^sha's

algorithm with back-off could be classified as TD-OPT algorithms. Both the B-OPT

and the TD-OPT algorithms restart when they encounter a full leaf. srinivasan and

carey also introduced a new class of optimistic algorithms, named OPT-DLOCK al-

gorithms, that restart as the other oPT algorithms do, but which also restart in the

presence of deadlocks. The OPT-DLOCK algorithms identify deadlocks by recogniz-

ing the circular waiting condition required for deadlock'

Lehman and Yao's B¿i'k-tree algorithm, naturally, falls into the category of B-

LINK algorithms.

These algorithm categories are summarized in table 3'2'

srinivasan and carey used mixes of search, insert and delete operations in their

simulations to measure the performance of different algorithms under different load

conditions. They performed their experiments for three different levels of data con-

tention. Moreover, each experiment, with different levels of data contention, was

executed for both high fanout trees (which contained 200 keys/node) and low fanout

trees (which contained only 8 keys/node). The results of the experiments are sum-

marized in Table 3.3.
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Tabìe 3.2: Algorithm classification in Srinivasan and Carey's experiments'

3.2 Relevant Lock-free Data Structures

Many data structures, including linked lists [27, 37], queues [28], red-black trees [21,

25], have been implemented using lock-free techniques such as those described in Sec-

tions 2.2.2 and.2.2.3. Among them, Valios' [37] and Michael's [27] Iock-free linked

Type of Algorithms Sub types Example

X-LC
(exclusive lock-based algorithms)

Bayer and Schkolnick like
algorithms

SIX-LC
(shared lock-based algorithms)

a) B-SIX

b) TD-SIX

Bayer and Schkolnick like
algorithms with shared locks

Top-down algorithms with shared

locks

OPT
(optimistic algorithms)

a)

b)

c)

B-OPT

TD-OPT

OPT-DLOCK

Bayer and Schkolnick like
algorithms that restart

Top-down algorithms that restart

Algorithms that restart in
the presence of deadlocks

B-LINK Lehman and Yao's B¿¿'k-tree

algorithms
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TabÌe 3.3: Results of Srinivasan and Carey's experiments

Data
Contention

TYee
Fanout

Performance ComParison
(tt>t' means t'is better than")

Low High

Low

B-LINK and OPT>SIX-LC>X-LC

8 disks: B-LINK & OPT>B-SIX>TD-SIX>X-LC

co disks: B-LINK & OPT>TD-SIX>B-SIX>X-LC

Moderate High

Low

8 disks: B-LINK>TD-OPT>OPT-DLOCK>
B-OPT>TD-SIX

oo disks: B-LINK>OPT-DLOCK>
B-OPT & TD-OPT>TD-SIX

I disks: OPT-DLOCK>B-LINK>
TD-OPT & B-OPT>TD-SIX

oo disks: B-LINK>OPT-DLOCK>
TD-OPT>B-OPT>TD-SIX

High High oo disks: B-LINK>TD-OPT>TD-SIX

in-memory: TD-SIX>B-LINK & OPT

Iists are relevant to my proposed research'
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Regular cell Auxiliary node

Figure 3.3: Valois' lock-free linked list.

3.2.L Valois' Lock-free Linked List

Valois [37] designed a concurrent linked-ìist data structure using the CAS primitive.

Like other concurrent algorithms, the main challenge was to maintain the consistency

of the tinked list. In particular, one process wanting to delete a cell from a linked list

that has already been deleted by another process may create an inconsistency in the

Iinked list. To avoid such an inconsistency, Valois introduces auriliary nodes, which

contain only a next pointer field. In Valois' linked list, each regular cell must be

between two auxiliary nodes. However, it is not necessary for the auxiliary nodes to

be between two regular cells of the linked list (i.e., the linked list can have consecutive

auxiliary nodes). The linked list also contains two dummy cells pointed to by pointers

First and Last. Besides this, Valois' Iock-free linked-list contains a list of free cells

(the cells that are not currently used in the linked-list). This list is known as the

f ree f ist. Figure 3.3 shows the structure of Valois' Iock-free linked list.

A process uses a cursor to navigate the linked list. A cursor contains a target

pointer, a pre-cell pointer, and a Pre-aux pointer. The target pointer points to the

regular cell of a linked list that a process is currently visiting. The pre-aux pointer
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points to the auxiliary node that is immediately before the cell pointed to by the

target pointer. If the next field of the auxiliary node pointed to by the pre-aux

pointer, does not point to the same cell as the target pointer, the algorithm decides

that some operations have been performed in the linked list by other concurrent

processes. The pre-cell pointer points to the regular cell that precedes the cell

pointed to by the target Pointer.

The Trylnsert and TryDelete operations are used to insert and delete a node

from the list, respectively. After allocating a regular cell and an auxiliary node from

the free list, the Trylnsert algorithm uses a CAS operation (see Section 2.2.2) to tty

to insert the new cell and new auxiliary node before the cell pointed to by the target

pointer of the process's cursor and afber the auxiliary node pointed to by the pre-aux

pointer of the cursor. Similarly, the TryDelete algorithm uses a CAS operation to try

to delete the node pointed to by the target pointer of the cursor. Deleting a node

from the linked list may form a chain of auxiliary nodes. The TryDelete algorithm

also eliminates extra auxiliary nodes created by other concurrent deletion operations

on the linked list. After removing the deleted cell and the chain of auxiliary nodes

from the linked-list, the deletion process returns them to the free list'

Although Valois uses lock-free techniques for his linked-list algorithms, when a

deletion process deletes a cell from the linked-list, and returns the cell to the free

list, the process does not do this atomically. Therefore, there is a chance that if

multiple processes are trying to delete and return the same cell to the free list, they

may interfere with each other. More precisely, at time ú1, two processes may want to

delete the same cell, and wiìl read the status of the cell as not deleted. Then, at time
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t2, orrê process deletes the cell and returns the cell to the free list. Since the other

process read the status of the cell at time ú1, if it tries to delete the same cell at time

ú3, it will still see the status of the cell as not deleted. Therefore, the second process

will try to delete a cell from the linked list that is now in the free list or, worse, is

being allocated as a new cell by some insertion process. Instead of reusing memory

from the free list, if Valois' linked list dynamically allocates memory for new cells and

auxiliary nodes, then such non-atomic instructions for cell deletion will not cause any

problem. This is a known issue with Valois' algorithm.

3.2.2 Michael's Lock-free Linked List

Michael designed a safe wait-free memory reclamation technique [26] for lock-

free linked lists, queues, stacks and hash tables. His memory reclamation technique

assures that a process can safely return a cell to the free list so that other concurrent

processes can reuse the same cell in the future. I describe only Michael's lock-free

linked list [27] which uses his safe memory reclamation technique.

Like Valois' lock-free linked list, Michael's lock-free linked list has two dummy cells

named head and tait- at the beginning and the end of the linked list, respectively.

Moreover, it maintains a free list as Valois' linked list does. However, Michael's

Iinked list does not contain any auxiliary nodes. Figure 3.4 shows Michael's lock-free

linked-list structure.

In his safe memory reclamation technique, Michael introduces k (k is usually not

more than three) pointers named hazard pointers for each process. If a process is

working on some cells of a linked list, the hazard pointers of that process point to
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Figure 3.4: Michael's lock-free linked list.

those cells. These hazard pointers can be read by other concurrent processes, but

can only be written by the associated process. Besides the hazard pointers, each

process has its own stack that is used to store the cells it has deleted. These stacks

are known as the retired-ce11-stack. A retired-cel-1-stack is private to its

associated process. Therefore, after the deletion of a cell, when the cell is stored in

the retired-cel-1-stack, no process other than the deleter process can access that

deleted cell.

The insert algorithm of Michael's lock-free linked list is straightforward. First, an

insert process finds the correct (ordered) position in the linked list, and then it inserts

the new cell in the linked list using a CAS operation. During these operations, the

hazard, pointers point to those cells being accessed so that other concurrent deletion

processes cannot delete and return those cells to the free list.

The deletion algorithm also works in a similar way. First, it finds the cell to be

deleted from the linked list. Then, it must delete and return that cell to the free

list, assuming that no other processes are currently pointing their hazard pointers to

that cell. To avoid deleting a cell that is pointed to by one or more hazatd pointers,
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the deletion algorithm does not completely delete a cell from the linked list. Instead,

a delete process frrst marks the cell as deleted. To mark a cell as deleted, a delete

process adds 1 to the address stored in the cell's next field using a CAS operation'

since the least significant bit of any cell address is always 0, adding 1 sets the least

significant bit of the next field to 1. Thus, the marking distinguishes a deleted cell

from a cell that is not deleted.

After marking a celi as deleted, the delete process stores that cell in its associated

retired-cel-t--stack. If the number of deleted cells in the retired-cell-s-stack

reaches a previously set threshold level, Ë, where R : 2x k x number of processes' the

delete process calls a scan routine to return the cells from the retired-cefl-stack

to the free list of the linked list. The scan routine takes a copy of all the hazard

pointers of each process. The copies of the hazard pointers are stored in a list named

the p-1ist. Once all hazard pointers have been copied by the scan routine, it sorts the

p-list. Then, the scan routine moves the cells stored in the retired-ceIl-stack

into a tenporary-stack. Then, the scan routine compares the address of each cell in

the ternporary-stack with the addresses stored in the p-list. If there is a match,

then a concurrent process's hazard pointer is pointing to that deleted cell. In this

case, the scan routine re-stores the deleted cell on the retired-cell-stack. If there

is no match found in the p-list, the scan routine returns the deleted cell to the free

list of ihe linked list for further use.

When an insert or delete process finishes its insert or delete operations, it sets all

of its hazard pointers to null.
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3.3 Lock-free Parallel Implementations of Trees

Besides the simple data structures like stacks, linked lists and queues, Ma [25]

and Kim [21] have designed lock-free red-black tree algorithms that are comparatively

complicated. The following sections contain brief descriptions of their lock-free red-

black tree algorithms.

3.3.1 Ma's Red-black Tbee Insertion Algorithm

The concurrent red-black tree insertion algorithm designed by Ma [25] uses CAS-

type primitives. Each node of Ma's red-black tree contains a flag field, which indicates

that a concurrent process is using the node when the flag is set.

Ma based her concurrent insertion algorithm on the serial red-black tree insertion

algorithm from the book by Cormen et al. [9]. Cormen et al.'s serial insertion algo-

rithm performs changes in only a small group of neighboring nodes at any one time.

Thus, Ma's concurrent insertion algorithm needs to hold the flags of only a small local

area of nodes at any one time. Using this approach maximizes concurrency in the

tree.

3.3.2 Kim's Red-black Tree Insertion and Deletion Algorithm

Like Ma, Kim also based his concurrent lock-free red-black tree [21] on the se-

quential red-black tree algorithms of Cormen et al. [9]. Besides this, he uses the loc¿l

area corrcept from Ma's lock-free red-black tree algorithms. In addition, Kim uses

intention markers to indicate that a process wants to move its local area up. The

intention markers help to maintain sufficient distance between concurrent processes
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so that they do not interfere with each other. Use of CAS and DCAS primitives

ensures lock-free insertions and deletions in the red-black trees.

3.4 Other Related 'Work

The previous work in concurrent B-trees, as reviewed in Section 3.1, was focused

on database applications and hence, disk-based operations. As a result, support for

fine-granularity parallelism was not an issue and the application of lock-free techniques

was not considered. More recently, a small body of work has been done in the area

of non-parallel in-memory B-trees. Some of this work has focused on data structures

which are cache-conscious [15] (i.e., which perform well due to exhibiting a high degree

of spatial locality, which improves their cache performance). Other work has used

in-memory B-trees to store the top level of a database index in RAM [a0]. In this

work, part of the index is replicated across the nodes of a cluster. Note that this is not

a parallel B-tree, but a replicated B-tree used in implementing a parallel database.

Given the growing importance of in-memory search techniques for very large data

sets (e.g., genome searching), designing an in-memory, lock-free B-tree seems timely.
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Problem Description

In this chapter, I first motivate the need for an efficient, in-memory, lock-free B-

tree variant and then describe the characteristics of the class of problems that must

be addressed using such a new tree structure.

4.L Motivation

In this thesis, I describe a nerv B-tree variant, the B¿i'¿-tree, designed to support in-

memory search applications efficiently on modern shared-memory parallel computers.

A number of factors have motivated my design choices and these will now be discussed.

4.L.1 Problems with Lock-based Algorithms

In Section 3.1, I reviewed some lock-based concurrent B-tree algorithms. A prob-

Iem with using such lock-based algorithms is that they do not allow more than one

process to share a particular data object at a time (even if no conflict will occur

É17¿t
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between those processes). Further, there is a flxed, recurring cost to acquiring locks

since an OS system call is normally required. Thus, lock-based algorithms often

have relatively high overhead and comparatively little concurrency compared to what

lock-free algorithms may potentially offer. Moreover, these pessimistic lock-based

algorithms suffer from certain negative scheduling anomalies, such as deadlock, con-

voying, and priority inversion as described earlier. These are potentially significant

issues in highly concurrent systems.

4.L.2 Large Scale In-memory Search Algorithms

Most existing B-tree algorithms have been designed for database applications in-

volving on-disk operations. The use of B-trees, however, is no longer limited to

databases. Applications such as text mining (e.g., [10]), gene matching(e.g., [36, 39]),

and other such interactive and/or dynamic search algorithms require new approaches

to provide efficient concurïency for memory-based operations. Such applications typ-

ically require searching very large data collections rapidly, thereby precluding the

use of on-disk search structures. F\rrther, in many cases, multiple such independent

searches must be carried out at once (e.g., searching for multiple gene sequences con-

currently). Considering the problems with lock-based concurrent algorithms and the

need for in-memory operations, it seems logical to consider using lock-free techniques

for implementing algorithms for these sorts of problems'
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4.L.3 Parallel Machine Architectures

As my focus is on in-memory B-trees, I also have to consider the characteristics

of different parallel machine architectures to select the most appropriate architec-

ture for my concurrent in-memory B-tree algorithms. There are several different

parallel architectures having different properties. Among them, distributed memory

architectures (see Section 2.7.I) are popular due to their low cost and good scalabil-

ity. Unfortunately, they are difficult to program and have limited performance when

shared structures must be frequently accessed due to the need to send messages to

update the copies of the data structure maintained at each node. Shared-Memory

Multiprocessors or SMPs (see Section 2.7.2) are easier to program and perform well,

but are costly and typically do not scale up to as many processors as clusters do.

To strike a reasonable balance between cost, performance, and scalability, modern

shared-memory machines often exhibit Non Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) times

(see Section 2.L.3). A NUMA machine offers the large memory and parallel compu-

tation ability required for in-memory search applications, but care will have to be

taken in the design of my new B-tree structure to achieve efficient memory access by

ensuring good locality of reference.

4.2 Problem Statement

Reviewing the characteristics of existing lock-based B-tree algorithms and consid-

ering the characteristics of in-memory search applications discussed earlier, there is

a need for a new concurrent B-tree structure that will support faster concurrent ac-
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cess than existing structures and which can be used in a wide range of contemporary

concurrent in-memory search applications. To satisfy the necessary criteria, I have

designed, implemented, and assessed a concurrent lock-free B-tree-like structure that

avoids the overhead and negative scheduling anomalies of lock-based algorithms, and

which should run efficiently on NUMA-style parallel machines.
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Solution

5.1 The Bli'st Tree

I have named my tree structure the B¿t'¿-tree (a BJi"ß-tree with a list-based node

structure). I have based my B¿¿"¿-tree algorithms on Lehman and Yao's B¿¿'k-tree

algorithms 1241. I have chosen the B¿i"Æ-tree because the link pointers in each node

support fast searching, which is the primary operation of the applications I am tar-

geting. Though nodes on the same level of my B¿i'¿-tree are linked with each other as

in the B¿ink-tree,I have significantly modified the node structure on my B¿i"¿-tree to

reflect the fact that the tree will be stored in memory, not on disk like a Bli'ft-tree.

A B¿i'¿-tree consists of nod.es, both leaf and non-leaf. Each node of a B¿t"¿-tree

has a lock-free key-list to store the keys. Each key-list consists of a collection of

cells where each cell stores a key and descendent nodes with lesser and greater keys,

respectively. A Bl¿'¿-tree consists of a root pointer that points to the root node of the

tree.
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Besides the nodes in the B¿¿"¿-tree, there are some additional structures that help

make the tree lock-free and concurrent. Like the B¿¿"È-tree structure, my B¿i"¿-tree

algorithms use a path stack to store the path taken by a process from the root to a leaf

of the tree. Besides this, like Michael's lock-free linked-list algorithms 1271, my BIi't-

tree algorithms use hazard pointers and a retired-cel-l- stack. In addition to these

data structures, the B¿i"¿-tree algorithms use a please-scân array with one entry per

process to establish communication between the concurrent processes. I describe the

data structures that are used in the B¿t'¿-tree in the following subsections.

5.1.1 Cell

In each node of my B¿i'¿-tree, the keys are stored as a linked list. I refer to the

linked list as the key-list of the node. Each key-list consists of cel-Is, where

each cell contains a key, two children (a left-child and a right-child) associated

with the key, a thread-id to indicate which process (if any) has deleted the cell from

the key-list, and a next field to point to the next cell in the key-Iist. Figures 5.1

and 5.2 show the cel-I structure, and Figure 5.3 shows an example of two consecutive

cells in a B¿t"¿-tree node.

5.I.2 Key-List

Unlike Lehman and Yao's array-based key-list structure in their B¿¿'k-tree 1241, my

BJi"¿-tree's key-list is a lock-free linked list, where keys are stored in sorted order.

To design my key-list, I have followed the concurrent lock-free linked-list structure

of Michael [27] (see Section 3.2.2). However, unlike Michael's lock-free linked list,
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cl-ass cetl{

int key;

int thread-id;

Figure 5.1: The structure of a cell in a B¿tu¿-tree.

// contains the key

/ / contains the id of the process (thread)

// tnat has deleted this celL

/ / contains the teft child of the key

// contains the right child of the key

/ / contains the address of the next cell

node xleft-child;

node xright-child;

ceLL xnext;

Ì;

Figure 5.2: The celt class in a B¿ò¿-tree.

my key-Iist starts and ends with two dummy cells named head and tail. These

dummy cells do not contain any keys. The next field of head points to the cell that

contains the smallest key in the key-}ist, and the next field of the cell that contains
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thread id key next

EE
left child risht child

thread id kry ûexi

¡qE
left child righr child

Figure 5.3: An example of two consecutive cells in a B¿¿'¿-tree.

the largest key in the key-list points to the tail of the key list.

Each key-list contains m12 cells, where rn is the maximum number of children

of a node in the B¿¿'¿-tree (see Section 2.3.3 for details). So that cells within a node

are allocated from the same chunk of memory, and therefore have good locality of

reference. These cells are implemented as an array of size rn * 2 (pointers between

cells are still used to provide the flexibility of a list).

The cells that are not currently being used are referred to as free cells, and

are stored as a linked list called the free-tist. The free-head pointer points to

the first cell of the free-list. Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show the key-list structure in a

Bl¿'¿-tree node. Figure 5.6 shows an example of a key-list in a leaf of a B¿¿"¿-tree.
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Figure 5.4: The structure of a key-list in a B¿i"¿-tree.

5.1.3 Node

Besides the key-list, each node of a B¿t"¿-tree contains an is-l-eaf field (to

indicate whether the node is a leaf or a non-leaf node), a key-counter field (to

indicate the number of keys currently stored in the node), a high-key field (to store

the largest key in the descendants of the node), a split-bit (to indicate if the node

is currently being split by some process), and a right field (which points to the node

immediately to the right of the node). Moreover, each node of the B¿to¿-tree contains

a f ina1ly-tinked-in-tree field. When a node is created by a process in a B¿t"¿-

tree, only the process that created the node has authority to access and work on the

node. When the creator process turns the node's f inaI1y-linked-in-tree field on,

other concurrent processes working in the tree can access the node. Figures 5.7 and

5.8 show the structure of a node, and Figure 5.9 shows an example of a node in a

Blt"¿-tree.
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cl-ass key-list{

cell- xhead; // tne address of the first ce11 (dunny

/ / ceII) in the key-list

cel-} *tail- ; / / tne address of the last cel-l- (dr:rmy

/ / cel-I) in the key-Iist

cell *free-head; // tne address of the first cell in

/ / tA.e f ree ceLl list

celI cell-s [m+2] ;

Ì;

Figure 5.5: The key-list class in a B¿i'¿-tree.

Figure 5.6: An example of a key-list in a leaf of a B¿i"¿-tree.

ce11

free head cell ce11 cell

key list
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Figure 5.7: The structure of a nod.e in a B¿to¿-tree.

5.L.4 The Hazard Pointers Array

Since my B¿t"¿-tree uses a lock-free linked-list structure to store the keys in each

node, I needed to implement hazard pointers l27l to allow each process to safely

perform concurrent operations including deletion on the key-Iist. Two globally-

accessible hazard pointers are assigned to each process that may perform operations

on the B¿to¿-tree. These pointers are use to prevent hazardous concurrent operations

(see Section 3.2.2 f.or a detailed description of how hazard pointers do this). My Bz'r;t-

tree algorithms use two hazard pointers (np1 and hp2) for each process. A process

points its hazard pointers at cells on which the process is currently performing an

operation. Hazards pointers keep on pointing to those cells until the the process

completes its operation so that any concurrent delete process can be prevented from
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class node{

k-list xkey-tist ; / / contains the key-list

bool is-leaf ; / / inAicates r¡hether the node is a l-eaf or

// a non-leaf node

int key-counter; / / contains the number of keys in the node

int high-key; // contains the high-key of the node

int split-bit; / / ¡naicates an ongoing splitting process

bool finally-linked-in-tree i / / indicates urhether the node is

// l-j-nXea or not in the tree

node *right; // contains the address of the innediately

// right node

Ì;

Figure 5.8: The nod.e class in a Bl¿'¿-tree.

completely deleting a cell (that is in use) from the key-list of the corresponding

node.

5.1.5 The Path Stack

Like the B¿t'È-tree, each process in a BJt'¿-tree has its own path stack that stores

the path it has followed from the root to some leaf. Any operation in the B¿i"¿-tree

starts at the root. Until it frnds the appropriate leaf, each process stores the rightmost

node it encounters on each level of the tree during it search on its path stack (see
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free.head

finallylinlced in lhe tree

node

node

Figure 5.9: An example of a node in a B¿¿"¿-tree.

Section 6.1.1). The stack is later used to find the parent of a node. In an insert

operation, when a process is splitting a node, it needs to find and modify the node's

parent. An inserting process may also need to find and modify a parent's high-key

(see Section 6.I.2). Since the path stack stores the path from the root to a node

(or leaf), the parent of that node is stored on the top of the path stack. Therefore,

whenever it is necessary to find the parent of a node, a process gets it from the

process's path stack. Due to concurrent splits during the insert operations, however,

the stored parent may no longer be the parent of a particular node. In this case, the

right-link pointer of the stored parent can be followed to find the current parent of
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that node.

5.1-.6 The Retired-Cell Stack

The B¿i"t-tree delete algorithm uses a retired.-ceLl stack like the lock-free linked-

list delete algorithm of Michael 127] (See Section 3.2.2 to know how Michael's retired-cetl

stack works). Each process has its own retired-cell stack which cannot be viewed

or accessed by other concurrent processes. After the deletion of a cell, instead of re-

turning that deleted cell to the free-list, a process stores the address ofthe deleted

cell in its retired-cetI stack. The cell remains in the retired-cel-l- stack until the

process performs the scan algorithm, which returns the cell to the free-l-ist if it is

safe to do so.

Unlike Michael's lock-free linked list, if a process wants to return a cell from its

retired-cell stack to the free-list in a B¿i'r-tree, it has to return the cell to the

free-list of the node to which the cell belongs. To get the address of the appropriate

node, the Slisú-1t."'t retired-cel-l stack stores the node address in addition to the

cell address.

Like Michael's algorithm, when the number of cells retired by a process reaches a

threshold level (for B¿i't-tree algorithms, the threshold level, R, is rnf 5), the process

performs a scan routine that examines the retired cells in the process's retired-cell

stack, and sees if any hazard pointers of any concurrent processes are pointing to

those cells. If no hazard pointers are pointing to a cell, the scan routine retrieves the

associated node address, and returns the cell to that node's free-Iist. Otherwise,

the cell is returned to the process's retired-ceLl- stack.
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5.L.7 The Please-Scan Array

Every B¿i'r-tree has a please-scân array shared by all processes. The please-scân

array contains a sca¡-bit for every process. If a process's scan-bit is on, that

process is requested to perform a scan by some other concurrent process(es).

In Michael's lock-free linked-list algorithms, only the delete processes check the

threshold level, and, if necessary, call the scan routine to return the cells retired by

these processes. Similarly, in Section 5.1.6, we have seen that delete processes return

a deleted cell to the free-list by calling the scan routine in B¿i"¿-trees. Unlike

Michael's lock-free linked-list algorithms which assume that there is only one shared

linked list, in B¿¿"¿-trees, each node has its own linked list, which contains a free-l-ist

of its own. If a process deletes some cells from the same node and stores them in the

retired-cells stack, but does not perform a scan to return them in the near future,

then the node's free-list could become empty. Any update process that is looking

for a free cell from the list will then have to wait until that delete process returns

the retired cells to the free-l-ist (see Sections 6.1.2 and 6.1.3). If many processes

have to wait for a long ti¡ne to get a free cel-I from a particular node, there will

be a bottleneck. Furthermore, for example, if process P1 is waiting for a free cel-l-

that can only be returned by process P2, process P2 is waiting for a free celI that

can only be returned by process P3, and process P3 is waiting for a free cell that

can only be returned by process P1, then all three processes will be in a deadlock.

To solve this problem, I have added the please-scan array to my B¿t"¿-tree. If a

process P1 is waiting for a free cell- in a node, N, but the free list is empty, the

process Pi checks its associated scan-bit immediately in the please-scân array. If

7l
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that scan-bit is on, the process Pr calls the scan routine to return the retired cells

to their (the cells') associated free lists. If the scan returns some free cel-ls in the

free-list of the node, ly', where the process P1 is waiting, some waiting processes

(perhaps P1) can get free cel-ls.

If the scan performed by process Pr does not return a f ree cel-l- to the f ree-l-ist

of node ly', process P1 needs to request other processes to scan so that they can return

some cells to the free-l-ist of node Iy' where P1 is waiting for a cell. To send the

request, process P1 goes through each cell of the key-Iist of node ly', and looks

for a retired cell. If there is a retired cell, then the process P1 finds the thread-id

(see Section 5.1.1) of the process that retired the cell to identify which process (sa¡

Pr) h* retired this cell. Then, process P1 turns on process P2's scan-bit in the

please-scan array. When process P2 sees that its scan-bit is on, it immediately

performs a scan and returns some cells to their associated free lists. This action will

eventually provide some free cell-s to the processes that are waiting for the free

ceIls.

5.2 Benefits of B/i'¿-trees

Compared to the Blt'k-tree algorithms and their variants described in Section 3.1,

my B¿'"¿-tree algorithms have some advantages in terms of potential performance. By

storing the tree in the main memory of the parallel machine, using a custom linked-list

structure to ensure memory locality while maintaining flexibility, and using lock-free

operations in the nodes, my B¿i"¿-tree will potentially be more efficient than concurrent

Bli'È-trees.
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5.2.L Benefits of an fn-Memory Structure

Access to an in-memory structure will always be faster than one stored on sec-

ondary storage. This is necessary for the types of applications I am targeting.

5.2.2 Benefits of the List Structure

In B¿¿'¿-trees, a process does not have to shift the keys in a list-based key-list

after an update operation, as is required in an array-based key-list used in B¿t"È-

trees. Ftrthermore, in my B¿t'¿-tree algorithms, I designed the cells of the key-Iist

to be allocated from an array of cells. The benefit of the array of cells implementation

is that, when a process accesses one cell in a node, many adjacent cells in the array of

that node will also be put in the cache (due to locality of reference since the cells are

stored in consecutive memory locations). Hence, searching in the nodes should be fast.

My B¿i"¿-tree algorithms are therefore suitable for shared memory parallel machines.

Further, for Non Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) (see Section 2.L.3) machines, with

additional effort to localize operations on tree nodes to specific processors, additional

Iocality benefit could be realized at the level of main memory access. In the NUMA

architecture, each processor has its own local memory. For a processor, accessing

local memory is always faster than accessing non-local memory. By using localized

access, NUMA machines can be faster in parallel computations than other paralleì

machines.
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5.2.3 Benefits of Lock-free Concurrency-Control Techniques

AII the B-trees and their variants described in Section 3.1 use lock-based pes-

simistic concurrency-control techniques. Unlike those algorithms, my B¿t't-tree aìgo-

rithms use lock-free techniques to handle concurrency. Lock-free concurrency control

gives my B¿"¿-tree a finer granularity of concurrent access, compared. to lock-based

B-trees and their variants. In B¿¿"¿-trees, each process accesses and manipulates data

in smaller chunks (i.e. a cell in a node), whereas a process in a B¿t"e-tree accesses and

manipulates data in bigger chunks (i.e. a node in the tree). Moreover, in a B¿i"È-tree,

a process acquires the locks of nodes one at a time. Any concurrent process that

wants to work on the same node has to wait until the process that holds the lock of

the node finishes its job, and releases the lock. However, in a B¿t'¿-tree, more than

one process can operate on a single node (also, with restrictions, on a single cell)

simultaneously. If the result of an operation of one process affects the results of the

operation of other concurrent processes, the other concurrent processes either have to

redo the work in that cell or the processes have to go to the beginning of the key-list

of that node and restart their work within that node, yet all processes can redo their

work simultaneously. If the concurrent operations have no effect on each other, all

processes can continue with their operations simultaneously without any interruption.

In a B¿¿'¿-tree, if ly' processes want to operate in the same node and each operation

takes time ú, if there is no interference between them, all processes will finish in time ú.

In a B¿¿"fr-tree, however, all processes will finish in time l/ x ú (since only one process

can work in the node at a time), even if there is no interference between concurrent

processes. Therefore, if there is high data access contention in both trees (i.e., many
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processes want to concurrently access the same node), the B¿i"¿-tree algorithms should

take comparatively less running time to complete an operation than the lock-based

B-tree algorithms and their variants.

Besides this, as described in Section 2.2.4,\ock-free concurrency-control techniques

assure that my Br¿"¿-tree algorithms will be free from convoying [41] and priority

inversions 133].

Section 2.2.4 also shows that lock-based concurrency-control techniques are prone

to deadlocks [6], but the lock-free concurrency-control techniques are not. To prevent

deadlocks, my lock-free B¿i"¿-tree uses a please-scan array where every process has a

scan-bit that is associated to their process identification number (see Section 5.1.7).

In the B¿i'¿-tree update algorithms, if a process P1 needs a free cell, then P1 scans its

own retired-cel-I stack to get a free cell for itself. If the scan cannot provide any

free cell for P1, then P1 requests other process(es) (say process P2) that can reclaim

a free cell for the process Pi. To send a scan request to process P2, process P1 sets

the associated scan-bit of process Pz in the please-scân array. In a B¿i"¿-tree,

before starting an operation each process checks their associated sca¡-bit in the

please-scan array. If the associated sca:r-bit of a process is set, then the process

scans its retired-cel1 stack to reclaim free cells.

Without the use of the please-scan array in a B¿t'¿-tree, if process P1 waits for

a cell that can only be reclaimed to the f ree-list by process P2, and process P2 is

waiting for a cell that can only be reclaimed to the free-Iist by process P1, then

both Pr and P2 have to wait forever to get a free cell for themselves. This waiting

for free cells will ultimately cause a deadlock in the tree. However, in Brt'¿-trees

ntt;)
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with a please-scar array, when both processes Pi and P2 are waiting for a free cell,

both processes scan their own retired-cel-l- stacks for free cells. If the scans cannot

release a free cell for themselves, then process P1 sends a sca,n request to process P2

through the please-scân array, and vice versa. When both processes see the scan

requests, both processes scan their retired-cel-] stacks and reclaim a free cell (if

the cell is not in use by other concurrent processes) for the requested process (i.e., P,

reclaims a free cell for P2, and P2 reclaims a free cell for Pi). This free cell reclamation

prevents the potential deadlocks in the B¿t"¿-tree, and makes the B¿t't-tree algorithms

to be deadlock-free.
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Algorithms

6.1 Algorithm Overview and Discussion

My Bjt"¿-tree algorithms can perform three major operations: search, insert, and

delete on a B¿¿"'-tree. The search operation looks for a particular key in the B¿'"¿-tree,

the insert operation inserts a new key in the tree if that key is not already in the

B¿¿"¿-tree, and the delete operation deletes a desired key from the B¿i"¿-tree, if it exists

in the tree.

Sections 6.1.1, 6.1.2 and 6.1.3 describe the search, insert and delete algorithms

for a B¿¿'¿-tree, respectively. Section 6.2 discusses the concurrent correctness of the

algorithms.

6.1.1 Search Algorithm

The search algorithm works in two major steps. First, the algorithm finds the leaf

in the B¿t'¿-tree where the desired key should reside. Next, the algorithm looks for

77
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the desired key in that leaf.

Step 1: Find the Appropriate Leaf

The search process finds the appropriate leaf in several steps. If the search process

searches for the desired key in an empty B¿i"¿-tree, then the search process terminates

right away, and knows that the desired key is not found in the B¿t'¿-tree. Otherwise,

the search process starts looking for the appropriate leaf by looking at the root first,

and then, by examining one node at each level, the process propagates to the leaf

level. In each level where the node to be examined is a non-leaf node, the search

process examines the keys from the key list of the selected node, and tries to find

the appropriate child to move to, that is, the root of the sub-tree containing the

appropriate leaf and the desired key.

Before starting the key comparisons within a node -ly', a search process sets one

hazard pointer (hp1) to point to the head of the node's key-l-ist, and then sets

another hazard pointer (npZ) to point to the cell immediately after head (see Sec-

tions 3.2.2 and 5.1.4 for a description of hazard pointers). The cell pointed to by hp2

is the leftmost cell in the key-Iist, and contains the smallest key in the key-list.

(Fbom this point on, I will refer to the cell pointed to by hp1 as the previous cell, and

i will refer to the key stored in the previous cell as the previous key. F\rrthermore, I

will call the cell pointed to by hp2 the current cell, and the key stored in that current

cell as the current key.) Figure 6.1 shows the initial locations of the hazard pointers

hp1 and hp2 in the key-list of a node l/. Suppose a search process is looking for

the key 350 in a B¿t'¿-tree. To find the appropriate leaf, in Figure 6.1, it sets hp1 to
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Figure 6.1: Iniiial locations of the hazard pointers in a node while searching.

point to the head of the key-Iist, and hp2 to point to the cell containing 100, which

is the cell immediately after head.

After setting the hazard pointers to their initial locations, the search process first

compares the key to be searched for with the high-key of the node ly' in case other

conculrent processes have split this node. If the high-key of the node l/ is less than

the key to be searched for, a split has occurred, so the process follows the right link

pointer of I/ to examine the node, .R, that is immediately to the right of l/. If the

high-key of the node l/ is less than the key being searched for, then the search process

compares the key to be searched for with the current key. If the current key is less than

the desired key, the search process knows that the desired key might be in any of the

following cells of the key-list. Therefore, it moves hp1 and hp2 to the immediately

following pair of cells in the key-Iist. Before moving the hazard pointers, the search

process examines whether the previous cell has been marked as deleted by another

concurrent process, or if the current cell is not the immediate next cell of the previous

cell. Both cases prevent the search process from moving to the cells immediately to
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Figure 6.2: Move the hazard pointers to the immediately following cells in the

key-1ist.

the right of the previous cell and the current cell. To avoid such inconsistencies, some

concurrency-control techniques are applied during the search operation. Please see

Section 6.2 for a description of the concurrency-control techniques used in the search

operations.

In Figure 6.1, since the current key 100 is less than the desired key 350, the

process moves hp1 and hp2 to the immediately following cells. After moving the

hazard pointers, in Figure 6.2, hp1 points to the cell containing 100, and hp2 points

to the next cell, containing 200.

Each time the search process moves the hazard pointers to the next cells, it com-

pares the desired key with the current key. It keeps on moving the hazard pointers

until it finds a current key that is greater than or equal to the desired key. After find-

ing such a key, the search process knows that the left-child of the current cell is

the root of the sub-tree that contains the leaf for which it is searching. In Figure 6.3,

the current key, 400, is greater than the desired key 350 (also, the previous key 300

is less than the desired key). Therefore, the left-child pointer of the current cell
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Figure 6.3: The appropriate child (shaded node) is selected.

(also the right-child pointer of the previous cell) points to the root of the sub-tree

containing all keys valued from 301 to 400. Thus, the search process chooses the

left child of the current cell to examine next in the search for the appropriate leaf

containing the desired key, 350.

If the search process cannot find any current key in the key-list that is greater

than the desired key and reaches the end of the key-list (i.e., hpl points to the

cell that contains the largest key in the key-list, and hp2 points to the tail of

the key-list), the search process knows that the right-child of the previous cell

(pointed to by hp1) points to the correct child of this node in which to find the

appropriate leaf (see Figure 6.4). Suppose the search process is searching for 450,
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Figure 6.4: The rightmost child (shaded node) is selected.

but the largest key in the key-list is 400, and the high-key of the current node

is 500. In Figure 6.4, hp1 points to the rightmost cell of the key-list containing

400, and hp2 points to the tail of the key-list. Thus, the sub-tree rooted at the

right-child of the cell pointed to by hp1 (previous cell) contains the keys from 401

to 500. Thus, the search process looks in the right-child of the previous cell in the

search for the appropriate leaf containing 450.

Before navigating to the selected child, the search process stores the currently

examined node in the path stack (see Section 5.1.5) for further use. The search

process continues to move from each node to a child node until ii finds a leaf node.
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root

Figure 6.5: The shaded nodes are examined and stored in the path stack by the

search process to find the appropriate leaf.

Figure 6.5 shows an example of the nodes that are examined in this step and stored

in the path stack by the search process.

Step 2: Find the Desired Key in the Leaf

When the search process finds the appropriate leaf for a desired key, it compares

the keys from that leaf's key-list, one by one, with the desired key. First, it sets

one of its hazard pointer (hpl) to point to the head of that leaf's key list, and sets

the other hazard pointer (hp2) to point to the cell immediately to the right of the cell

pointed to by hp1 (see Figure 6.6). Then, the search process compares the current

key with the desired key. If the current key is less than the desired key, the search

process knows that the desired key may be in this leaf. Therefore, the search process

moves hp1 to point to the cell currently pointed to by hp2, and then, it moves hp2 to

point to the cell immediately after the cell now pointed to by hpl (see Figure 6.7).
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Figure 6.6: initial hazard pointer locations in a leaf node.

Figure 6.7: Move the hazard pointers one cell ahead in the key-tist.

In our example, the search process (looking for 350), compares the current key, 310,

with the desired key 350 (see Figure 6.6). Since the current key, 310, is less than

the desired key, 350, the search process moves its hazard pointers to the immediately

following cells (see Figure 6.7).

The search process keeps on moving hpl and hp2, and comparing the current key

with the desired key, until it finds a current key that is greater than or equal to the

desired key. If the search process finds a current key that is equal to the desired

key, then it has found the key in the leaf, and returns success. In Figure 6.8, the

current key is 350, and is equal to the desired key 350. Therefore, the search process
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Figure 6.8: The search process finds the desired key in the leaf.

Figure 6.9: The search process could not find the desired key in the leaf.

ends with success. Since the keys in the key-list in a node of a Bl¿"¿-tree are stored

in sorted order, if the search process finds a current key that is greater than the

desired key, then it knows that the desired key does not exist in the leaf. In this case,

the search process empties the path stack and terminates with a failure result. In

Figure 6.9, the current key is 360, which is greater than the desired key, 350. Thus,

the search process concludes that 350 does not exist in the B¿tu¿-tree. If the search

process examines all keys from the key-Iist (i.e., hp1 points to the rightmost cell

ofthe key-Ìist, and hp2 points to the tail of the key-list), but cannot find the

desired key, then, again, it knows that the key is not in the leaf (see Figure 6.10).

hp2hpl
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Figure 6.10: The hazard pointers point to the end of the key-Iist, and the search

process could not find the desired key in the leaf.

6.L.2 Insert Algorithm

The insert algorithm for a B¿t"¿-tree is the most complicated algorithm, compared

to the search and the delete algorithms. An insertion in a Bli'Ú-tree works in several

steps. In the first step of the insert algorithm, the insert process looks for the new

key (the key to be inserted) in the B¿i'¿-tree. if the key already exists in the tree, the

insert process terminates. Otherwise, it inserts the new key in the appropriate leaf of

the B¿t'¿-tree. As a result of the insertion, if the leaf overflows, the process splits that

Ieaf into two leaves, and inserts a copy of the middle key of the original leaf (before

it was split) in its parent node. If the middle key insertion causes an overflow in the

parent, the insert process splits the parent into two nodes, and inserts the middle key

of the parent into the parent's parent. The insert process keeps on splitting a node

into two nodes and pushing the middle key of each node to its parent until the parent

node does not overflow. In the last step, the insert process updates the high-key of

the parent node, if required. Figure 6.11 shows a high level flowchart of the insert

algorithm.
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Step l: Create a root for the tree
and insert the new key in the root

Step 2: Find the correct leaf to
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Figure 6.11; The key steps of the insert algorithm.
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Step 1: Create a Root

Inserting a key in an empty tree is different than inserting a key in a non-empty

tree. If an insert process wants to insert a key in a non-empty B¿¿"-tree, the insert

process does not execute step 1, it goes directly to step 2 to find the approprìate

leaf. Otherwise, if the tree is empty, the process creates a new leaf node for the

tree (Figure 6.72). Then, it allocates a cell from that leaf's free-tist, and copies

the new key into the key field (see Section 5.1.1) of that cell (Figure 6.13). After

that, the insert process inserts that cell between the head and the tail of the leaf's

key-list (Figure 6.14). Then, it increases the key-counter of the leaf, and updates

the high-key of the leaf with the new key (Figure 6.15). In the last step, the insert

process uses CAS (see Section 2.2.2) to assign the newly-created leaf's address to

the root of the B¿t"ú-tree. If other processes already have created another root for

the B¿i"¿-tree, the CAS fails, and the insert process goes to step 2. Otherwise, the

CAS successfully assigns the new leaf as the root of the B¿¿"¿-tree. Finally, the insert

process makes the new root of the tree accessible to other processes by setting the

finally-linked-in-tree bit (see Section 5.1.3) ofthat leaf. Fïom this point on, the

new root is available to other concurrent processes.

Step 2: Find the Appropriate Leaf

In the case of inserting a key into a non-empty tree, the insert process needs to

find the appropriate leaf for the key insertion. The search for the appropriate leaf in

an insert algorithm in a Bri'¿-tree is identical to the search for the appropriate leaf in

the search algorithm. See step 1of the search algorithm in Section 6.1.1 for details.
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Figure 6.12: The insert process creates a new leaf for an empty tree.

Step 3: Allocate a Cell for the New Key

The insert process needs to allocate a cell from the free-list of the leaf to store

the new key. Before it allocates the new cell, it checks the status of the split-bít

(see Section 5.1.3) of that leaf. If the split-bit is on, another concurrent insertion

process is splitting the same leaf. Therefore, this insert process has to busy wait untiì

the other inserter completes the split process and turns off the leaf's split-bit.

Once the split-bit is off, the insert process checks whether the leaf is still the

appropriate leaf in which to insert the new key afber the split operation (see Sec-

tion 6.2 for a description of how the insert process handles concurrent splits while

allocating a nev/ cell for the new key). Once the insert process is in the correct node,

it looks for an empty cell in the free-l-ist of that leaf's key-Iist. If there is no

cell in the free-List, the insert process checks the status of the split-bit, and the
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E
1

::i free l¡st

Figure 6.13: Allocate a new cell from the free-Iist, and copy the new key into that

cell.

Figure 6.14: Insert the new cell between the head and the tail of the key-lÍst.

f inatly-linked-bit (see Section 5.1.3) of that leaf. It has to busy waìt until the

split-bit is off, or the f inally-linked-bit is on. If both conditions are satisfi.ed,

but there are no cells availabìe in the free-}ist, the insert process has to communi-

free l¡st
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Figure 6.15: Update the key-counter and the high-key of the node.

cate with all concurrent processes, including itself, to try to get a free cell reclaimed

in the free-Iist. Section 5.1.7 describes how a process communicates with other

processes using the please-sca:r array.

The insert process keeps on requesting a free cell from all concurrent processes

until it gets one. Once it finds a free cell in the free-list, it stores the new key

in that cell, and goes to step 4 to search for the correct position to insert the cell

containing the new key in the leaf's key-list.
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Step 4: The Search for the New Key's Position

The search for the new key's position in a particular leaf is similar to searching

for the desired key in a leaf in the search algorithm. Like the search process, the

insert process also begins by setting one of its hazard pointers (npf) to point to the

head of the key-Iist, and setting its other hazard pointer (irpZ) to poilt to the

cell immediately after head. Then, the insert process starts comparing the new key

to the keys of the leaf just like in the search algorithm. If the insert process finds

the key in the key-list, it knows that the key already exists in the B¿i"¿-tree, and

cannot be inserted in the tree again. So, the insert process returns the allocated cell

to the free-list, empties the path stack that was filled during the search for the

appropriate leaf, and then terminates. Otherwise, the insert process goes to step 5 to

insert the allocated cell containing the new key between the cells pointed to by hp1

and hp2.

Step 5: TYy to fnsert the Key in the Leaf

füom this point on, I will refer to the cell pointed to by hp1 as the preu'ious celI,

the cell pointed to by hp2 as the current cell, and the cell containing the new key

as the new cell. To insert the new cell in the key lisi of the leaf, the insert process

sets the next pointer (see Section 5.1.1) of the new cell to point to the current cell

(Figure 6.16). Then, the insert process uses CAS to update the next field of the

previous cell to point to the new cell. Here, CAS takes the address of the next field

of the previous cell as the shared variable, the address of the current cell as the old

value, and the address of the new cell as the new value. If the current cell is still the
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Figure 6.16: The next field of the new cell is set to point to the current cell.

cell immediately after the previous cell, the CAS operation succeeds and sets the next

pointer of the previous cell to point to the new cell, thereby linking the new cell into

the list. In Figure 6.17, before the CAS operation, the next pointer of the previous

cell was pointing to the current cell (i.e., the old value sent to the CAS operation

matched with the value of the shared variable). Therefore, the CAS swings the next

field of the previous cell from the current cell to the new cell. If the CAS fails, then

the insert process has to try again. In Figure 6.18, the CAS fails since the next field

of the previous cell no longer points to the current cell (due to a concurrent insert

by another process). In this case, the insert process repeats steps 4 and 5 until it

succeeds in inserting the new cell.

After the insert process inserts the new cell in the key-líst of the leaf, it incre-

ments the key-counter of the leaf. If the key-counter of the leaf is incremented

to zn (the maximum number of children that a node of a B¿t"¿-tree can have), then

the insert process knows that the leaf is overflowing, and must split the leaf. There-

fore, the process executes step 6. Otherwise, if there is no overflow, the process skips
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Step 6: Split the Leaf

To split a leaf (or node), the first thing the insert process has to do

on the split-bit of that leaf. Before it tries to turn the split-bit
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Figure 6.17: CAS swings the next Êeld of the previous cell to point the new cell.
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Figure 6.18: Insertion of the new cell fails.

steps 6-9, and goes to step 10 to fix the high-key of the parent node, if the leaf's

high-key became greater than the parent's high-key because of the insertion. Oth-

erwise, the insert process empties the path stack that was created during the search

for the appropriate leaf, and terminates.
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to check whether the leaf is accessible to all concurrent processes by checking the

finatly-tinked-in-tree bit of the leaf (see Section 5.1.3). Even though an insert

or delete process is allowed to insert or delete a key in a leaf (or a node) that is not

linked into the tree yet, it is not allowed to split that leaf until the leaf is linked into

the tree. If the leaf is not yet linked into the tree, the process needs to busy wait until

the leaf is completely linked into the tree and accessible to any concurrent process.

Once the leaf's f inal-1y-linked-in-tree bit is set, the insert process again checks

the key-counter ofthe leaf. This check is necessary because, when the insert process

was busy waiting for the leaf to be linked into the tree, the key-counter might have

gone below rn due to some concurrent key deletion(s) or node split(s). In that case,

there is no longer an overflow in the leaf, and, hence, there is no need to split the

leaf. in this case, the insert process compares the leaf's high-key with its (the leaf's)

parent's high-key (see step 7 of the insert algorithm for description of how an insert

process finds the parent of a leaf or a node). If the leaf's (or node's) high-key is

greater than the parent's high-key, then the insert process goes to step 10 to fix the

high-key of this leaf's parent.

If a split is required, the insert process uses CAS to safely set the split-bit of

the leaf. The CAS uses the split-bit field as the shared variable, 0 as the old value

of the split-bit, and 1 as the new value of the split-bit. If the CAS finds the

split-bit is already on, then another concurrent process has set the split-bit and

is currently splitting the leaf. In that case, the CAS fails, and the insert process busy

waits until the spl-it-bit is off as described. When the busy wait is over, the insert

process again checks the key-counter of the leaf, and tries to set the sptit-bit
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again, if the leaf is stiil overflowing.

The insert process creates a new leaf for the Blt"t-tree after it sets the split-bit.

After creating the new leaf, the insert process finds the middle cell containing the

mi,dd\e key (the l^12]'n key) from the leaf's key-list (see Figure 6.19). Then,

it copies the cells that contain keys larger than the middle key from the original

leaf's key-Iist to the new leaf's key-list. Next, the insert process updates the

key-counter of the new leaf with the number of cells copied to the new leaf, then

updates the high-key of the new leaf with the high-key of the original leaf, and,

finally, sets the new leaf's right pointer to point to the leaf currently pointed to by

the original leaf's ríght pointer. In Figure 6.20, the middle key of the original leaf is

300. Since the cells containing 400 and 500 have greater key values, the insert process

copies them from the original leaf to the new leaf. Then, it sets the key-counter to

2 (since the number of cells copied into the new leaf is 2), and copies the high-key

of the original leaf (500) to the high-key of the new leaf. In the end, it links the new

leaf's right pointer to point to the leaf that is currently pointed to by the original

leaf's right pointer.

After updating the fields of the new leaf, the insert process changes the necessary

fields of the originaì leaf. First, it sets the right pointer of the original leaf to

point to the new leaf. Then, it updates the high-key of the original leaf to be its

middle key. Next, it decreases the key-counter of the original node to lml2]. In

Figure 6.21, the insert process sets the original leaf's right pointer to point to the

new leaf. Besides this, it changes the high-key to the value of the middle key, 300,

and sets the key-counter to 3. Finally, the insert process reclaims the cells that were
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Figure 6.19: A split process finds the middle key containing 300.

copied to the new leaf adding them to the original leaf's free-l-ist for reuse (see

Figure 6.22).

Step 7: Find the Parent

When the insert process completes the split operation, it needs to find the parent

of the original leaf to insert a copy of the original leaf's middle key into its parent.

F\rrthermore, a child pointer to the new leaf from the parent is also required. To find

the parent of the original leaf, the insert process gets the topmost node from the path

stack (see Section 5.1.5) that was created during the search for the appropriate leaf

in step 2.

When the insert process has a non-empty path stack, it gets the topmost node

of the path stack which should be the parent of the original leaf. However, due to

the possibility of concurrent splits on the parent, the parent node popped off the

path stack might no longer be the parent of the original leaf. In that case, the insert
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Figure 6.20: A split process creates a nev/ leaf, and updates the fields ofthe new leaf.

process finds a node to the right of the node stored on the path stack as the parent,

a node that has a high-key greater than or equal to the high-key in the original

leaf (see Section 6.2 for details). After the split process finds the correct parent for

the original leaf, it goes to step 9 for the middle key insertion into the parent.

If the insert process split the root of the B¿i"¿-tree in step 6, the path stack is

supposed to be empty (since, the root has no parent), and there is no way to return
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Figure 6.21: A split process changes the right pointer, the high-key, and the

key-counter of the original leaf.

any node from the empty path stack. In that case, the insert process goes to step 8

to add an extra level to the tree.

Concurrent operations can also cause an empty path stack) even if the insert

process did not split the root of the B¿i'¿-tree in step 6. This can happen if, during

the operations in step 2, the original leaf was the root of the tree, but due to other
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Figure 6.22: A, split process returns the reclaimed cells to the free list of the original

leaf.

concurrent operations, the tree has had a new root added (and has added levels

between the current root and the original leaf). The only way to get the parent of the

original leaf is to now re-fill the path stack with the visited nodes in the path from

the root to the original leaf. In this case, the insert process re-fills the path stack in

the same way that it filled the path stack in step 2. After completing the re-filling
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of the path stack, the insert process gets the address of the parent node from the

topmost node stored in the path stack, and goes to step 9 to insert the middle key

in the parent node.

Step 8: Make the Tbee Taller

In step 6 of the insert algorithm, if an insert process splits the root of the tree,

it needs to add an extra level to the tree by creating a new root for the tree (see

Figure 6.23). To do this, the insert process allocates a new cell from the new root's

free-l-ist in the same way it allocates a nev/ cell in step 3. In addition to the

operations in step 3, the left-child pointer of that new cell is set to point to the

original node (or leaf), and the right-child pointer of the same cell is set to point

to the new node (or leaf) that was created by the split operation in step 6. In

Figure 6.24, the insert process allocates a ner¡/ cell from the free-l-ist of the new

root's key-list, and copies the middle key, 300, into the key field of that cell. Then,

it copies the address of the original node into the left-child field of that cell, and

copies the address of the new node into the right-chitd field of the cell. After

linking the original and the new node with the new cell, the insert process inserts the

new cell between the head and the tail ofthe new root's key-Iist. Then, it sets the

key-counter to 1, and updates the high-key with the new node's high-key. After

that, the insert process sets the finally-linked-in-tree bit (see Section 5.1.3)

of the new node, and clears the split-bit of the original node. Finally, it sets

the root pointer of the B¿i"¿-tree to point to the new ïoot, followed by setting the

f inally-linked-in-tree bit of the new root (see Figure 6.25).

101
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Figure 6.23: The insert process creates a new root for the B¿¿"¿-tree.
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Figure 6.24: Linking the new root into the tree.

Step 9: Insert the Middle Key into the Parent

Once the insert process finds the parent of the original node (or leaf), it allocates

a new cell from the f ree-f ist of the parent, similar to the way it allocates a new cell

from a leaf's free-list in step 3. The only difference here is that after allocating the

new cell from the parent's free-Iist, besides copying the middle key to that cell, it
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Figure 6.25: The insert process sets the root pointer to point to the new root.

copies the address of the original leaf to the left-child pointer of the new cell, and

the address of the new leaf to the right-child pointer of the new cell (Figure 6.26).

The next step is to search for the middle key in the parent. This search is identical

to step 4 of the insert aìgorithm. If the insert process does not find the middle key in

the parent, it tries to insert the new cell between the cells pointed to by its hazard

pointers, hp1 (ihe previous cell) and hp2 (the current cell). Figure 6.27 shows the

Iocations of npt and hp2 in the parent node, before the insertion of the new cell.

Insertion of the new cell between the previous and the current cell is identical to

step 5.

During a middle key insertion, the insert process needs to fix the child pointers

of the previous and current cells after the insertion of the new cell in the key-list.

If the middle key is not the largest key in the parent node, after the insertion, the

left-chitd pointer of the current cell points to the original leaf, as shown in Fig-
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Figure 6.26: The insert process copies the middle key, the original leaf, and the new

leaf to the key, Ieft-child, and the right-child fieÌds of the new cell, respectively.

ure 6.28. The insert process changes the current cell's left-child pointer to point

to the new leaf (see Figure 6.29). If the middle key becomes the largest key in the

parent, and the new cell becomes the rightmost cell in the key-list (see Figure 6.30),

then the insert process sets the high-key of the parent to be the high-key of the

new leaf.

Ifthis insertion creates an overflow in the parent, then the parent needs to be split.

In that case, the insert process repeats step 6 to 9. A node split is very similar to a

leaf split as described in step 6. The only difference is that when the insert process

reclaims the copied cells to the original node's f ree-l-ist, along with the copied cells

it also reclaims the middle cell to the f ree-l-ist, since B¿i"¿-trees store the keys only
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Figure 6.27: The locations of hp1 and hp2 of the inserter in the key-tist of the

parent node, before the insertion.

in their leaves. Furthermore, the key-counter is decremented fo lml2l - 1, instead

of decrementing it to lmlz].

Step 10: Fix the Parent's High-key

After the key is inserted into a leaf or a non-leaf node, if the high-key of that

node becomes greater than its parent's high-key, then the insert process updates the

parent's high-key with that node's high-key. If, the parent's high-key becomes

greater than the high-key of the parent's parent, then the high-key of the parent's

parent is updated with the high-key of the parent. These high-key updates con-

tinued until the insertion process finds a node whose high-key is less than or equal

to its parent's high-key, or the node has no parent (i.e., the node is the root of the

tree). Once the parent's high-key is fixed, the insert process empties the path stack
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Figure 6.28: The insert process inserts the new cell in the key-list.
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Figure 6.29: The insert process fixes the left-child pointer of the cell pointed to

by hp2.

and terminates.
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Figure 6.30: The insert process does not need to fix the left-child pointer of the

cell pointed to by hp2, if the new cell is the rightmost cell in the key-}ist.

6.1.3 Delete Algorithm

The delete algorithm uses multiple steps to delete a key from a B¿¿"'-tree. In the

first step of the delete algorithm, a delete process finds the appropriate leaf in which

to look for the key to be deleted. In the second step, it searches for the desired key

in that leaf. In the third step, the delete process deletes the key from that leaf's

key-Iist, if the desired key exists in the tree. In the fourth step, the deleted cell

is retired by the process. if the number of cells retired by this process reaches the

given threshold level, in the last step, the delete process performs a scan to return its

retired cells to the appropriate free-Iists.
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Step 1-: Find the Appropriate Leaf

Finding the appropriate leaf in a deletion is identical to finding the appropriate

leaf in a search. See step 1 in the search algorithm (Section 6.1.1) for details.

Step 2: Search for the Desired Key

The search for the desired key in an insertion and the search for the desired key

in a delete algorithm are identical. See step 4 of the insert algorithm (Section 6.1.2)

for details.

Step 3: Delete the Requested Key from the Leaf

If the delete process does not find the desired key in the appropriate leaf, the

process knows that the key does not exist in the B¿i'¿-tree, so the desired key cannot

be deleted, and the deletion process terminates. Before the termination of the deletion

process, the path stack is emptied.

If the delete process flnds the desired key in the appropriate leaf of the B¿i'¿-

tree, it removes the cell that contains the desired key from the key-list of that

Ieaf and stores the address of the cell and the leaf in the retired-cell stack (see

Section 5.1.6). When the delete process finds the desired key in step 3, the hazard

pointer hp2 of the delete process points to the cell that contains the desired key. Let

us call this cell the current-cell. The other hazard pointer, hp1, points to the cell

immediately to the left of the current cell. Let us call this cell the previous-cel-l-.

In Figure 6.31, hp1 points to the previous-celI, containing 320, and hp2 points to

the current-cell-, containing the desired key, 330.
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Before deleting the current-cell, the delete process marlcs (see Section 3.2.2 for

a discussion of why and how the delete process marks a cell to be deleted) the next

field of the current-cel-l to be deleted (see Figure 6.32). Marking a cell protects

that cell from deletion attempts by other concurrent process(es). Moreover, when

another concurrent search or insert process looks for the correct position to search for

or insert a key within a node (step 2 of the search algorithm, and step 4 of the insert

algorithm), if the search or insert process encounters a cell that is already marked, it

immediately goes back to the start of the key-Iist to avoid comparing the desired

key with a key fleld of a cell that is already or about to be deleted. Before marking

a cell, the delete process has to deal with some concurrency control issues that are

described later in Section 6.2.

After marking the cell to be deleted, the delete process uses CAS to update the

next pointer of the previous-cell- to point to the cell, nerr-current, immediately

following the current-cell. The CAS takes the next field of the previous-cell

as the shared variable, the address of the current-celI as the old value, and the

address of nei,¡-current as the new value to be stored in the next field of the

previous-ceIl. If the CAS succeeds, the next field of the previous-cell points

to the nehr-current cell (see Figure 6.33). Then, the delete process decrements the

key counter of the leaf, and stores the process identification number of the deletion

process in the current-ceIl's thread-id field. This identification number is used

later to reclaim the current-cel-l to the free-list of the leaf. In case of an un-

successful CAS (due to some concurrent updates), the delete process unmarks the

current-cell, and repeats steps 2 and 3 until the CAS operation succeeds.
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Figure 6.31: The delete process finds the desired key 330 in the key list'

head hp1 hpz tail

Figure 6.32: The delete process marks as deleted the current-cell- pointed to by

hp2.

Step 4: Retire the Deleted CeIl

Since a Bl¿"¿-tree does not use locks for any operation, returning a deleted cell to

the free-Iist of a leaf after a deletion is unsafe in a concurrent environment. For

new-cuufent

Figure 6.33: The CAS operation swings the next field of the previous-celf (pointed

to by hp1) from the current-cell (pointed to by hp2) to the new-current cell.

hpz

I@
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example, if a deleter returns a deleted ceil to the free-list while other concurrent

processes are concurrently working on that cell, it may create incorrect results (see

Section 3.2.2). Therefore, instead of returning a cell directly to the free-l-ist of the

leaf, my deletion algorithm marks the deleted cell as retired, and stores the address

of the cell, along with the address of the associated leaf, in the retired-cetl stack

(see Section 5.1.6). Each process in a B¿i"¿-tree has its own retired-cell stack from

which only that process can later reclaim the cells to the free-l-ist of the cell's

corresponding leaf.

Every Br¿"¿-tree is assigned a threshold level .R (as described by Michael [27]) that

is usually related to m. If. the size of a process's retired-cel-l stack reaches the given

threshold, -R, the delete process calls for a scan and goes to the next step. Otherwise,

the delete process empties the path stack and terminates.

Step 5: Scan the Retired-cell Stack

The scan routine returns retired cells to their free lists, if they are not currently

pointed to by the hazard pointers of any process.

First, the scan routine clears the scan-bit ofthe deletion process in the please-scan

array (see Section 5.1.7). In the next step, it copies the global list of cell addresses,

along with their corresponding leaf addresses, of all cells that are currently pointed

to by the hazard pointers of any process. These copies are stored in a local list,

p-list. Then, the scan routine sorts the p-Iist according the cell addresses. Next,

the scan routine empties the retired-cell stack and stores all the cells, along with

their associated leaves, in a temporary stack. The scan routine then compares the

111
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new-free copy-free
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Figure 6.34: The delete process links the cell to be reclaimed (new-free) to the

free-list.

cells from the p-list with the cells stored in the temporary stack. Any cells that

appear in the p-list are being used by some process, so they are returned to the

retired-cell stack. Any cells that do not appear in the p-list are not being used

by other processes, and can be safely returned to their free lists as described in step 6.

Step 6: Reclaim the Retired Cells

In this step, the delete process uses CAS to return each safe cell to its correspond-

ing leaf 's f ree-list. The CAS takes the address of the f ree-head (see Section 5.1.2)

of the key-list as the shared variable, a copy of the free-head (copy-free) as the

old value, and the cell to be reclaimed (new-f ree) as the new value. If other processes

have not changed the copy of free-head (i.e., if free-head and copy-free are the

same), the CAS links new-free with the free-list, and makes nein¡-free the new

free-head of the free-l-ist. If the CAS fails, the delete process repeats this step

until the CAS succeeds. Figures 6.34 and 6.35 show the reclamation of a cell to a

free-fist.
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Figure 6.35: The CAS operation swings the free-head from copy-free to new-free.

6.2 Concurrency Correctness of the Algorithms

Unlike the B¿t"È-tree algorithms, the B¿¿"¿-tree algorithms do not lock a node for

an update or a split operation. Therefore, when a process performs an operation in a

node, other concurrent processes can search, insert, or delete some keys in the same

node, or can even split the entire node into two nodes. To avoid any inconsistency,

my B¿*¿-tree algorithms need to handle these concurrent operations without locking

the node. In the following subsections, I describe where and how I dealt with the

concurrency issues in my B¿¿'¿-tree algorithms.

Consider the three major types of operations in my B¿tu¿-tree. They are the search

operations, where the processes just read, but do not write, any data in the tree;

the update operations (insert and delete), where the processes write data in the tree,

and finally, the split operations, where the processes split a node into two different

nodes. I ensure that none of these types of operations interfere with each other while

operating concurrently in a B¿ò¿-tree.
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6.2.L Concurrency Control in Search Operations

Selecting the correct child to follow to get to the appropriate leaf, and searching

for the desired key in the leaf are the key tasks in any search operation in a B¿¿"ú-

tree. Since the search tasks do not change any contents of the B¿t'¿-ttee, concurrent

search operations in a node (both leaf and non-leaf) do not create conflicts with each

other. Conflicts can, however, arise when one or more concurrent update and/or split

operations are performed simultaneously with a search operation.

Conflicts with Concurrent Update Operations

'When 
a searcher compares a desired key with the keys of a node's key list, concur-

rency control is required if a concurrent inserter is inserting a nev/ cell between the

cells pointed to by the searcher's hp1 and hp2. To be more precise, in the example in

Figure 6.36, the search operation is searching for the key 25. The searcher's hazard

pointers are pointing to the cells containing 20 and 30. Concurrently, as shown in

Figure 6.37, another inserter is inserting a ne\¡/ cell, containing 25, between the cells

containing 20 and 30. Without concurrency control, a search operation wouìd see

that its hazard pointer hp2 points to a cell that contains 30, which is greater than the

desired key 25. Even though the key 25 is in the key-list, because of the concurrent

insertion (as in Figure 6.38), the searcher would conclude that the key 25 is not in

the key-list of the node.

To avoid this inconsistency, before comparing the desired key with the key in the

cell pointed to by hp2, and before moving the hp1 and hp2 pointers one cell ahead

in the key-list, the search operation always tests whether the cell pointed to by
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Figure 6.37: During a search operation, a concurrent inserter is trying to insert a new

cell between the searcher's hp1 and hp2.

hp2 is still the next cell immediately to the right of the cell pointed to by hpl in the

key-Iist. If the test fails (as in Figure 6.38), the search operation must re-assign hp2

to point to the cell immediately following the cell pointed to by hp1, and continue

the search for the desired key (Figure 6.39).

Similarly, if a concurrent delete operation deletes any of the ceÌÌs pointed to by

the searcher's hazard pointers hp1 and hp2, the searcher needs to handle the potential

inconsistency caused by the concurrent deletion. In the example shown in Figure 6.40,
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Figure 6.38: During a search operation,

between the searcher's hp1 and hp2.
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Figure 6.39: During a search operation, the searcher re-assigns hp2 to the cell imme-

diately following to the cell pointed to by hp1.

a searcher's hazard pointers are pointing to the cells containing 20 and 30, and a

concurrent delete operation is deleting the cell pointed to by the searcher's hp1 (the

cell containing 20). To delete a cell from a node, a deleter marks the cell containing

20 as deleted, by setting the low oràer bit ofthe address stored in the cell's next field.

Now, if a searcher needs to move its hazard pointers one cell to the right, to their

next cells in the key-J-Íst, because of the marking by the deleter, the cell is no longer

linked into the key-list (hpl->next is no longer a valid cell address). Therefore,

moving hp1 to the immediately following cell, hpl->next, in the key-list will be an

invalid operation for the searcher that will result in an incorrect action in the search
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Figure 6.40: During a search operation, a concurrent delete is deleting the cell pointed

to by the searcher's hp1.

operation.

To handle this situation, before comparing each key in the key-Ìist, and before

moving to the next cell, the searcher checks whether the next field of the cell pointed

to by hp1 is marked as deleted or not. If the cell is marked as deleted, the search

operation moves back to the beginning of the key-list, and starts searching for the

desired key again, from the beginning of the key-Iist.

Handling the deletion of the cell pointed to by a searcher's hp2 is a little bit

different. Here, two cases must be considered. In the first case, the deletion is

already in progress (see Figure 6.41), and in the second case the deletion is complete

(see Figure 6.42).

In the example in Figure 6.41, while a searcher is comparing the key 30 in the cell

pointed to by its hp2 with the desired key, another concurrent deleter has marked

the next field of the same cell for deletion. Since, the cell is currently marked, it is

no longer linked into the key-Iist. Therefore, before comparing the key of that cell

with the desired key, the search operation tests whether the cell is marked as deleted
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Figure 6.41: During a search operation, a concurrent delete is deleting the cell pointed

to by the searcher's hp2.

or not. If it is marked as deleted, the search operation goes to the beginning of the

key-list, and starts searching for the desired key again. The searcher performs the

same test before moving hp2 to the immediately following cell. As the cell is no longer

in the key-list, there is no cell after the cell pointed to by hp2. Therefore, this test

prevents the searcher from pointing to some cell that is no longer in the key-list of

the node.

In the second case, shown in the example in Figure 6.42, the deletion is already

complete. The searcher's hp1 points to a cell that contains 20, and the immediately

following cell now contains 40. The pointer hp2 of the searcher still points to the cell

containing 30 which is marked as deleted and is no longer a part of the key-tist of

the node. To avoid inconsistency in a situation like this, before comparing the key

in the cell pointed to by hp2 to the key to be deleted, and befòre moving to the cell

immediately folìowing hp2, the search operation must check that the cell pointed to

by hp2 is still the cell immediately after the cell pointed to by hp1. When the test

fails, the searcher must re-assign hp2 to point to the cell that immediately follows
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Figure 6.43: In a search operation, the searcher re-assigns hp2 to the cell immediately

after the cell pointed to by hp1.

the cell currently pointed to by hpl (see Figure 6.43). Rather than going back to the

beginning of the key-Iist, re-assigning the pointer hp2, to the cell immediately after

the cell pointed to by hp1 saves time in finding the correct position of the desired key

in the node, especially when the key-list is long.

In a search operation, a search process only compares the key field of the cell

pointed to by its hp2 with the desired key. if a concurrent update operation inserts

or deletes a cell to the left ofthe cell pointed to by the searcher's hpl, or to the right of

the cell pointed to by the searcher's hp2 (see Figures 6.44and 6.45), that concurrent

update operation does not affect the search operation. Therefore, concurrency control

is not required is such cases. In Figure 6.44, one inserter (inserter 1) inserts 15 and
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Figure 6.44: No conflicts occur if the insertions are taking place to the left of the hpl

of the searcher or to the right of hp2 of the searcher.

hp1 ofrhe hpz ofthe hp1 oftho hp2 ofth€
deleter 1 deleter 1 searcher searcher

hp2 of the
deleler 2

Figure 6.45: No conflicts occur if the deletions are taking place to the left of the hp1

of the searcher or to the right of hp2 of the searcher.

another inserter (inserter 2) inserts 35 in the key-list. These insertions do not

create any conflicts with the search operation. Similarly, in Figure 6.45, deleter 1

is deleting 15 and deleter 2 is deleting 35 from the key-Iist without any conflict

with the search operation.

Conflicts with Concurrent Split Operations

Handling conflicts between a search operation and a concurrent split operation

is more difficult than handling conflicts between a search and a concurrent update

deleter 1

hp1 ofthe deleter 2
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operation. This difficulty arises because a search operation can start searching for a

desired key in the middle of an ongoing split operation. Moreover, a search process

allows a split operation to split the node while the process searches for the desired

key. While searching for a key in a node, if the node gets split by a concurrent split

process, and the desired key no longer remains in the examined node, then the search

operation would conclude that the desired key does not exist in the tree, which is

incorrect. The situation gets rvorse when a cell that is currently being examined

by the search process now belongs to the free-list of the node due to the split

operation (see step 6 of the insert algorithm in Section 6.I.2).

A search operation handles the concurrency issues with split operations in dif-

ferent ways. A search operation compa,res the desired key with the high-key (see

Section 5.1.3) of a node before it starts looking for the desired key in that node. As

a result of a split operation, if the desired key now resides in the node created by the

split operation, then the high-key of the original node will be less than the desired

key. Therefore, if the search operation finds that the desired key is greater than the

high-key of the current node (the node it is now looking for the desired key in),

it must move right to the immediately following node to search for the desired key.

In a split operation (described in Section 6.7.2), as 'rve have seen, a splitter copies

half the keys from the original node's key-list to the new node's key-list, then

it links the original node to the new node, and finally, it changes the high-key of

the original node. Therefore, once a concurrent split operation changes the high-key

of the original node, it has already created the new node, has copied the keys from

the original node to the new node, and has linked the original node to the new node.

t2t
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Thus, it is safe for the search operation to go to the new node, and start searching for

the desired key in that node. A search operation not only compa,res the desired key

with the node's high-key before it starts searching for the desired key, but also it

does the same thing before it compares the desired key with any key in the key-list.

After a comparison, the search operation moves to the node immediately following

the current node, if the high-key of the current node is found to be less than the

desired key.

If the split operation changes the high-key of the node after the search operation

compares the desired key with the high-key, that does not create a problem between

the searcher and the splitter because, before comparing the next key in the key-list

with the desired key, the searcher will do the same comparison again, and will be able

to detect the change in the high-key of the original node. If the search process is

Iooking at the rightmost key in the key-list of the original node, and the concurrent

split operation changes the high-key after the comparison, that also does not affect

the search operation (even though there is no next turn to compare the desired key

with the high-key of the original node). If the last key is the desired key being

searched for, this key has already been copied to the new node which is now linked

to the tree. Thus, if the search operation correctly concludes that the desired key

exists in the tree. Conversely, if the last key is not the desired key being searched

for, then its copy in the new node is also the last key in the new node's key-list

and the desired key does not exist in the tree. When the search process sees that the

last key in the key-list is not the desired key, the process knows that the key being

searched for does not exist in the tree, which is again a correct conclusion.
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During a search process, when a concurrent split operation copies the right half

of the key-list to the ne\¡/ node, the new node is not yet linked into the tree.

Furthermore, the original node contains the right half of the key-tist until the new

node is linked to the original node, and the original node's high-key is changed. When

the original node's high-key is changed, the search process discovers that there is a

concurrent split operation in the same node, and moves to the new node, if necessary.

As a result, when the split operation removes the right half of the original node's

key-list, the search process that was working on the right half of the key-list is

already in the new node. Hence, it is impossible for the search operation to be in the

right half of the key-list of the original leaf after that portion of the key-Iist is

reclaimed to the free-list by the split operation.

6.2.2 Concurrency Control in Update Operations

There are two types of update operations in a B¿¿'¿-tree. The first is the insert

operation, where an insert process inserts a new cell containing the key to be inserted

in the key-list of a node or a leaf. The second is the delete operation, where a

delete process deletes the cell containing the key to be deleted from the key-list of

a leaf.

Conflicts with Other Concurrent Update Operations

The most common conflicts that update operations face are conflicts with other

concurrent update operations. There can be conflicts between two concurrent insert

operations, or between two concurrent delete operations, or between one insert op-
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eration and one delete operation. Use of CAS (see Section 2.2.2) in the B¿i"-trees

prevents these conflicts between more than one concurrent update operation.

Handling conflicts between two concurrent insert operation is straightforward.

When two insert operations want to insert two new cells, each containing the same

key1, in the same position of the key-list of a node, the situation will look like

that shown in Figure 6.46. Both inserters have their hp1 and hp2 pointing to the

cells containing 20 (this cell will be referred to as previous-ceIl) and 30 (this

cell will be referred to as fol-Lowing-ce11), respectively. Both inserters want to

insert a cell (new-cel1-1 by inserter 1 and new-celL-2 by inserter 2) both

containing 25, between previous-cell and foll-owj-ng-ce11. The next fields of

both new-celI-1 and new-cetl-2 point to foLl-owing-ceJ-1, containing 30. Before

swinging the next pointer of previous-cell- from following-ceIl to the cell to

be inserted, both inserters use CAS to check whether following-cel-l- still immedi-

ately follows previous-celI in the key-Iist. Since only one CAS succeeds, only

one of the inserters changes the next field of previous-cell- storing the address

of the new cell to be inserted (see step 3 of the insert algorithm in Section 6.1.2).

Here, if both inserters want to swing the next pointer of previous-cel-l- at the same

time, because of the atomicity property of CAS, one will succeed, and the other will

fail. If inserter 1 succeeds in swinging the next pointer of previous-cell- from

following-cell- to nev¡-cell-1, inserter 2 will fail (see Figure 6.47), and vice

versa. Whichever inserter fails will go back to step 4 of the insert algorithm (see

Section 6.1.2) to search again for the new key in the key-list of the leaf.

lThe inserters' keys do not have to be the same to cause a conflict. The keys just have to both
fall between the same two keys ah'eady in the tree.
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new-cell-1 of
inserter 1

new-cell-2 of
inserter 2

Figure 6.46: Two concurrent inserts want to insert in the same position.

new-cell-1 of
inserter 1

new-cell-2 of
inserter 2

of

Figure 6.47: Inserter 1's CAS succeeds, and Inserter 2's CAS fails.
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In the case of concurrent delete operations, two different types of conflicts can

occur. In the flrst type, both delete operations want to delete the same cell (see Fig-

ure 6.48), and, in the other case, two delete operations want to delete two consecutive

cells (see Figure 6.51).

Let us consider the situation shown in Figure 6.48. Here, both delete operations

want to delete the cell containing 30. Both of their hp1 pointers point to the cell

containing 20 (this cell will be referred to as previous-cell), and both of their npZ

pointers point to the cell containing 30 (this cell will be referred to a.s current-celI).

In the first step of the deletion operation, both delete operations will try to mark

current-celi- as being deleted. A CAS operation is used to change the old status

of the next field of current-ceLl-unmarlced-Ío the new status-rnørked. When

marking a cell, a deleter adds 1 to the next field of the cell to be deleted (see Sec-

tion3.2.2). Adding l sets the least significant bit of the next freld. If a deleter adds

1 to the next field of a cell that is already marked, the addition changes the least

significant bit of the next field back to 0. Thus, CAS is required to ensure that only

one of the concurrent delete operations can successfully mark current-ceff (if it is

unmarked), and the other must fail.

Figure 6.49 shows the situation when one deleter succeeds in marking current-ceIL

as deleted. No matter which deleter succeeds in marking the cell, once the cell is

marked by one of them, both deleter processes will try to swing the next pointer

of previous-cell from pointing to current-celt to point to the cell immedi-

ately following current-cell, using a CAS operation. Here also, because of the

nature of the CAS primitive, only one delete operation will succeed in swinging the
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hp1 of deleter 1 hpZ of deleter 1

hp1 of deleter 2 hp? of deleter 2

Figure 6.48: Two concurrent deleters \Mant to delete in the same position'

hp1 of deleter t hp2 of d€leter 1

hp1 of deleter2 hp2of deleter2

Figure 6.49: One deleter succeeds in marking the cell to be deleted.

previous-cel-1-)next pointer to point to the cell immediately following current-ceI1,

and the other will fail (Figure 6.50). Whichever deleter fails will go back to the second

step of the delete algorithm (see Section 6.1.3), and will start searching again for the

key to be deleted in the key-list of the same leaf. Use of the CAS operations in the

delete algorithm thus ensures no conflict between concurrent delete operations that

want to delete the same cell from the same key-Iist of the same leaf.

The second type of conflict between two concurrent delete operations will occur if

they want to delete two consecutive cells from the key list of the same node. In the

example shown in Figure 6.51, the first deleter (deleter 1) wants to delete the cell
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hp1 of deleter 1 hp2 of deleter 1

Ij

-_J;T]
I

Figure 6.50: One deleter succeeds, but the other deleter fails to delete the cell from

the key-list.

containing 20, and the second deleter (deleter 2) wants to delete the cell containing

30, and these cells happen to be two consecutive cells in the key-l-ist of the same

leaf. Let us refer to the cell containing 10 as previous-cel1-1, the cell containing

20 as current-cell-1, and the cell containing 30 as fol-l-owing-ce1t-1 for the first

deleter. Similarly, let us refer to the cell containing 20 as previous-cel-l-2, the cell

containing 30 as current-ce11-2, and the cell containing 40 as following-ceIl-2

for the second deleter. FYom Figure 6.52, we can see that current-cell-l and

previous- ceLL-2 point to the same cell, and following-cell-1 and current-cell-2

point to the same cell. Now, if the second deleter can complete the deletion of

current-ce]]-2 before the first deleter marks current-ce]]-1 for deletion, there

will be no conflicts among the concurrent delete operations (see Figure 6.53). The

flrst deleter will mark current-cell-1, and eventually will delete it without any con-

flict with the second deleter. However, once the first deleter marks current-cell-l

(and assuming the second deleter did not delete current-cell-2 from the key-1ist),

the next pointer of current-cell--1 no longer points to following-ce}1-1 (see Fig-

ure 6.54). This means that, for the second deleter, previous-celf-2->next no longer

hp1 of deleter 2
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hpl of deleter 'l hp2 of deleter 1

(previous-cell-1) (cunent-cell-1)

hp1 of deleter 2 hp2 of deleter 2
(previous-cell-2) (cunent-cell-2)

Figure 6.51: Two concurrent deleter operations want to delete two consecutive cells.

previous-cell-1 current-cell-1 following-cell-1

previous-cell-2 current-cell-2 following-cell-2

Figure 6.52: Two concurrent deleters want to delete two consecutive cells.

points to current-ce11-2. Therefore, the CAS operation performed by the second

deleter to swing previous-cel-I-2->next from current-cel-I-2 to fotlowing-ce11-2

will fail. As the CAS operation fails, the second deleter unmarks current-cell-2

(see Figure 6.55), and goes back to search again for the key to be deleted in the

key-list of the same leaf.

In addition to the concurrency handling techniques discussed above, using hazard

pointers (see Section 5.1.4) avoids conflicts related to memory reuse between con-

current operations in a B¿¿'¿-tree. \Mhen a delete operation deletes a cell from the

10 izo i30 {oo
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previous-cell-1 current-cell- 1 following-cell-1

JE-
1

Figure 6.53: The second deleter deletes the cell before the first deleter marks its cell

to be deleted.

previous-cell-1 current-cell-1 following-cell-1

JJJry+{tr
previous-cell-2 current-cell-2 following-cell-2

Figure 6.54: The first deleter marks the cell to be deleted before the second deleter

deletes current-cell-2.

key-J-ist of a leaf, instead of reclaiming that cell to the free-list immediately,

the delete process stores the address of the cell in its retired-cell- stack until no

hazard pointers of any process point to that cell (see step 4 of the delete algorithm

in Section 6.1.3). Since the address of a deleted cell is kept in the retired-cell

stack, other concurrent operations can finish their jobs on that cell without facing

any conflicts. If there are more than two concurrent update operations in the same

node that have potential conflicts, the conflicts are handled in the same way as they

are handled between two concurrent update operations in the same node.
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previous-cell-1 current-cell-1 following-cell-1

Figure 6.55: The second deleter fails to delete and unmarks the cell to be deleted.

Conflicts with Concurrent Split Operations

1¡" Slist algorithms do not have any concurrency control techniques for concurrent

update and split since it is impossible to start a split operation in a node (or in a

leaf) when there are ongoing concurrent insert or delete operations. Every update

process in a node of a B¿i"¿-tree, whether an insert or delete process, gets a cell from

the node's free-list before it starts the update operation.

An insert process copies the new key into that cell and inserts that cell in that

node's key-tist. When that cell is completely linked into the key-list, then the

insert process increments the key-counter. An insert process calls a split operation

if and only if the key-cour.ter is incremented Lo m. If more than one concurrent

insert operations are happening in the same node so that there are no free cells left

in the free-list, and other update processes are waiting to get a free cell, none of

the ongoing insert processes can request a split operation until each of them succeeds

in inserting their new key, and the key-counter incremented to m. Once the last

insert process increments the key-counter, and the key-counter hits m, thal insert

process will invoke a split operation on that node. Therefore, a split operation cannot

previous-cell-2 current-cell-2 following-cell-2
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start when there is another concurent insert in the same node.

Similarly, if there is a delete process deleting a key from a leaf, no concurrent

inserter can perform a split operation. Like the insert processes, a delete process also

holds a free cell from the free-l-ist before it starts deleting. Suppose a delete process

wants to delete a key (and its cell) from a node, and currently the key-counter of

that node is m - 1. Since the key-counter is m - 1, we can conclude that there

is only one free cell left in the free-list, and no concurrent inserter is trying to

insert a key in the key-Iist. If there are any concurrent inserters in the same leaf,

all of them have already inserted their keys in the key-list, and also have finished

incrementing the key-counter of the leaf. When the delete process grabs the last cell

from the free-Iist, the free-Iist becomes empty. Hence, if any update process

wants to insert or delete any key in the same node, it has to wait until this deleter

process returns that cell to the free-list. The deleter process will return the cell

only after it decrements the key-counter of the node. Whether the deletion takes

place or not, when there is a free cell in the free-list, the key-counter of the leaf

will be no more than nz - 1. As a result, no inserter will perform a split operation

until the deletion is finished. As it is impossible to have concurrent delete and split

operations in the same leaf, there is no need to design concurrency control techniques

for concurrent split and delete operations.

6.2.3 Concurrency Control in Split Operations

The B¿t"¿ algorithms do not need any concurrency control techniques for a split

operation, since it gets the highest preference among all operations in a B¿i'¿-tree,
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wìth respect to concurrency. All update and split operations in a node have to wait

until an active split operation splits the node completely (see the insert and delete

algorithms in Section 6.1.2 and Section 6.1.3, respectively, for details). A search

operation can be done concurrently with a split operation, however, since the search

operations only read data from the nodes, they do not create any conflict with the

split operations. Techniques for handling the concurrency effects of a split operation

on search operations were described in Section 6.2.7, and on update operations were

described in Section 6.2.2.

133
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Assessment

7.L Experimental Setup

To assess the implementation of my B¿¿'¿-tree, I have compared its performance

with Lehman and Yao's B¿¿'È-trees [24]. The B¿t"¿-tree algorithms are designed for in-

memory applications that run efiEciently on shared memory machines including Non-

Uniform Memory Access-time (NUMA) machines, rather than for the traditional disk-

based applications for which Lehman and Yao's B¿i"È-tree algorithms were originally

designed.

To achieve a fair comparison between SlinÀ utt¿ B¿¿"¿-trees, I made some modifi-

cations to the B¿i'h-trees. I have implemented an in-memory version of Lehman and

Yao's B¿''k-tree algorithms. In the B¿¿"k-tree implementation, the keys in the nodes

are stored in an array, whereas in my lock-free B¿t'¿-tree the keys in each node are

stored in a local'ized linked list. F\rrthermore, in B¿t'À-trees, the keys residing in a

node (both leaf and non-leaf) and the child pointers pointing to the children of a

L34
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node are implemented separately as an array of keys and an array of child pointers,

respectively. The child pointers and their associated key separators are distinguished

using the array indexes (e.g., key[Ol separates child[O] and chitd[1J). However,

in my B¿i'¿-trees, each key and its associated child pointers are stored in a cell object

that is a part of the localized linked list of a node (see Section 5.1). The complex node

structure of B¿t"¿-trees makes the nodes of the trees noticeably larger than the nodes

in B¿¿"e-trees. Because of the larger size and the complex structure of the nodes, the

Bli"¿-tree algorithms take significantly higher time to access a key in a node compared

to the key access time in a node of the B¿i"À-tree algorithms.

In B-trees and their variants, major operations like searches, inserts and deletes

take place in a node (or a leaf). To more directly compare the lock-based and lock-

free performances within a node, I also implemented a variant of Lehman and Yao's

B¿¿'È-tree in which the keys in a node (both leaf and non-leaf) are stored in a localized

Iinked-list instead of being stored in an array. To distinguish the two different variants

of Lehman and Yao's B¿i'fr-tree, I will refer to the Bli"k-tree using the array-based

node structure as the Bli"k-array, and to the B¿t"È-tree using the linked-list-based

node structure as the Btink -linked,-li,st. The B¿"¿-tree will, of course, be referred to by

its own name.

7.L.1 Test-bed Environment

I have done a complete set of experiments using the Sun Fire x4600 shared mem-

ory machines available in the Department of Computer Science at the University of

Manitoba. Each test-bed machine, Helium-71 through Heli,um-1í, has eight proces-
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sors with dual cores so that, in total, the machine can work with 16 different threads

concurrently. Due to the memory architecture (where each processor has its own

DIMMS) the Sun Fire has NUMA behavior but is not optimized for this. In addition

to the Sun Fire machines, I have also conducted some of my experiments on an SGI

origin 3000 SMP machine, helios [1], provided by Westgrid [2]. Helios has 32 MIPS

R14000 CPUs and offers highly optimized cache-coherent (CC-NUMA) memory sys-

tem.

7.L.2 Programming Language

To implement the two variants of B¿¿"k-tree (the Blink-array and the B¿i"k-linked

list) and the Bri"¿-tree, I used C++ as my programming language. Additionally, I

used the POSIX threads (pthreads) libraries to create multiple simultaneous threads

so that my program can concurrently run on the different processors of the Sun and

SGI machines.

7.L.3 Parameters Varied

In my experiments, I recorded the running time of the BIi'k-arra.y, the B¿i"k-linked-

Iist, and the B¿'"¿-tree algorithms for different mixes of operations (search, insert, and

delete), different values ofrn, different key ranges) and different numbers ofconcurrent

processesl.

lAithough I used pthreads in my implementation, I will continue to use the term process.
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Different Operation Types

To begin each experiment on the Btink-array, the B¿t"È-linked-list, and the B¿to¿-

tree, I populated the tree with keys inserted by one miìlion uniformly distributed

random sequential insert operations. Then, over multiple identical runs, I measured

the average execution time for one million concurrent operations consisting of different

proportions of search, insert and delete operations. I divided my experiments into five

categories according to the ratio of the search, insert, and the delete operations. The

first experiment considered only concurrent search operations. In the second, third,

and fourth experiments, I included concurrent insert operations along with the search

operations. In those three experiments I decreased the number of the concurrent

search operations, and increased the number ofconcurrent insert operations gradually

to see the effect of concurrent insertions in the trees. In the fifth experiment, I have

examined the running time for equal numbers of concurrent search, insert, and delete

operations in all types of trees.

Different Values for m

For each of my five experiments, I also assessed the performance for different values

of m for both B¿t"k-trees and the B¿t'¿-tree. In any B-tree variant, using a smaller rn,

like 100, creates a taller tree than using a larger nz, Iike 1000, assuming the number

of keys in the tree is the same. if the tree is taller, then the algorithms should take

more time to find the correct leaf to perform the search, insert and delete operations.

Conversely, in a shorter tree, with larger m, the algorithms should take more time to

find the correct place within a leaf (or node) for the various operations. Moreover, a
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larger rn might introduce more data contention in the same node. To see the effect

of the value of r¿ in the trees, I have experimented with 100, 200, 500, 700, and 1000

as the values of rn.

Different Key Ranges

The key range affects the number of nodes in the initial tree constructed by the

serial insertions and also by any concurrent update operations performed after the

initial tree is constructed. If the key range is small compared to the number of serial

insertions, for example, a key range of 1-250,000 and 1,000,000 serial insertions,

then the initial tree will likely contain nearly all the keys in the range. Since the

range is 1-250,000, the tree will never be very large because there are only 250,000

keys. F\rrthermore) concurrent insertions performed after initial construction will fail

because the keys are all already in the tree, so the insertions degenerate to searches.

Therefore, a mix of searches and insertions with no deletions will be similar to 100%

searches except that the insertions allocate a free cell in the appropriate leaf, whereas

searches do not. Most concurrent deletions performed after the initial construction

will succeed because all keys are in the tree initially. Of course, as the number of

deletions increases, more insertions will succeed.

Alternatively, if the key range is large compared to the number of serial insertions,

for example, a key range of 1-10,000,000 and 1,000,000 serial insertions, then the

number of keys in the tree will be close to the number of serial insertions. Furthermore,

concurrent insertions after the initial construction are more likely to succeed and

concurrent deletions are more likely to fail.
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To assess the effect of key range on algorithm performance, I have used the fol-

lowing different key ranges: 1-250,000, 1-1,000,000, 1-2,000,000, and 1-10,000,000.

In all cases, I have done 1,000,000 initial serial insertions to populate the tree and

then 1,000,000 concurrent operations with mixes, as described earlier.

Different Numbers of Processes

In addition to assessing the effect of operation mix, m and the key range on

the algorithms, I have also measured the running time of one million concurrent

operations on each tree performed by different numbers of processes. As the number of

concurrent processes increases, chances of conflicts also increase. Since the one million

concurrent operations are divided among the processes, the number of operations per

process decreases as the number of processes increases. Consequently, the overall

running time is expected to decrease, subject to concurrency overhead.

To determine the trade-off between the number of processes and the performance

gain, I ran all of my experiments for 1, 2,4,6,8,72,14, and 16 processes on the Sun

machines, and for 7,2,4,8, 16 and 32 processes on the SGI machines. This was done

for all values of rn, all key ranges, and all concurrent operation mixes.

Memory Affinity

Instead of sequentially building the tree, I also built all three types of trees using

eight concurrent processes. Thus, each process should have built its own part of

the tree in its associated memory. My expectation was that, during the concurrent

operations, accessing the leaves (or nodes) in each process)s associated memory would

be less time consuming than accessing nodes in another process's associated memory.
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However, the experimental results did not show any significant effect of exploiting

memory affinity. This lack of effect was likely due to efficient caching because of the

design for locality in my algorithm. Therefore, I decided to simply build the tree with

a single process running on a single core for the reported experiments.

7.2 Results

In my experiments, I recorded the running times of the BLi"k-anay, B¿i"k-linked-list,

and B¿t"¿-tree for 10 runs per experiment, and then calculated their average running

time to compare their performances. In the next sections, I will describe the results

of the various experiments on the Sun machines first. Then, I will describe the results

of a subset of the experiments run on the SGI machines2. To have a fair comparison

in all experiments, I have maintained the same scale for all result graphs.

7.2.1 Sun Machine with Eight Processors

The Sun machines are NUMA-style machines with eight dual-core processors.

In my experiments, I created threads only on the second core of each processor to

ensure that no processes shared the same data bus to access the shared memory

until the number of processes was more than eight. (When there are more than eight

processes, two processes simultaneously share the second core of each processor of the

Sun machines.) More precisely, if there are 10 processes, process 1 and 9 share the

second core of the first processor, and process 2 and 10 share the second core of the

2It was not possible to run all experiments on the shared SGI machines due to long waiting times
to access them. Hence, a representative subset of the experiments were chosen.
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second processor. This was done because during early experimentation on the Sun

Fire machines it was discovered that the memory access path shared by the cores on a

single processor quickly became saturated and resulted in a performance bottleneck.

This phenomenon was not observed on the SGI machines.

Experiment L: LOOTo Search Operations

In my first experiment, after building the Bti"k-array, the B¿i"k-linked-list, and the

Blt'¿-tree sequentially, I ran 1 million concurrent search operations on them. Since

there are 100% search operations in this experiment, no data is changed in the tree,

hence, no conflicts occur. Therefore, none of the trees needed to use any lock-based

or lock-free concurrency control techniques during the experiments. Figures 7.1-7.5

show the raw results of these experiments.

For all three types of trees I considered, the time required to finish one million

concurrent search operations decreases as the number of processes increases, if there

are eight or fewer processes. Sometimes, there is a slight increase in running time

when there are more than eight processes (usually when there are 10 processes). In

my experiments on the Sun machines, the processes are run only on the second core

of each processor. Since there are eight processors) when the number of processes is

more than eight, then more than one process must share the same core on the same

processor. Even though there are no data conflicts for 100% search operations in all

types of B-trees, when some processes share the same core, there is some performance

degradation due to thread-switching overhead, memory access contention, etc.

By examining the experimental results, we can see that the B¿'"À-array tree is
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always more efficient than the B¿t"fr-linked-list and the B¿to¿-tree. For a smaller rn like

100 or 200 (see Figures 7.7-7.2), when there is only one process, the B¿i"k-linked-list

is more efficient than the B¿¿"¿-tree. However, when the number of processes increases

btt m is unchanged, the B¿i"¿-tree takes less running time than the B¿i"k-linked-list

tree. When the value of zn gets larger than 200 (see Figures 7.3-7.5), then the B¿¿'¿-

tree always performs better than the B¿¿"k-linked-list tree.

There is another interesting thing to notice in these experiment results. For all

types of trees, with the same key range, but with different values of rn, the running

time increases as the value of rn increases. For example, in a Bli"k-array tree, with

a key range of 1 to 250,000, for one process and m: 100, the running time is 1.594

seconds (Figure 7.1a), but the running time is 5.348 seconds when rn increases to 1000

(Figure 7.5a). In B-trees and their variants, the search, insert and delete operations

take place in a leaf (or node). When the algorithms find the correct leaf (or node)

in which to perform an operation, they need to find the correct place in that leaf (or

node) for the given key. If the node is larger (i.e., m is larger), then with a linear

search, the algorithms take more time to find the correct place in the leaf (or node)

than in a node with smaller r¿. That is why all three types of trees I have examined

take more time to complete 1 million concurrent search operations as rn gets larger.

Experiment 2: gOTo Search and LOYo Insert Operations

My second experiment consists of 90% concurrent search and 10% concurrent

insert operations. Due to the insert operations, the processes in this set of experi-

ments could conflict with each other. To manage the inconsistencies caused by these
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conflicts, the B¿t"k-array and B¿¿"ft-linked-list trees lock a particular leaf (or node) to

insert the given key in that leaf (or node). The B¿¿"ú-trees use the compare-and-swap

(CAS) operation to avoid the conflicts that may be caused by the concurrent insert

operations. Figures 7.6-7.70 show the results of the experiment with g0% concurrent

search and I\Vo concurtent insert operations.

The graphs for this experiment show that the B¿¿"È-array tree is always more

efficient than the B¿i'À-linked-list tree and the B¿i"'-tree. If the number of processes

is eight or fewer, the B¿'"¿-tree is always more efficient than the B¿i"À-linked-list tree.

However, if r¿ is 500 or less and only one process is running, the Blt"È-linked-list tree

is slightly more efficient than the Brt"¿-tree (Figures 7.6-7.8). Besides this, if eight or

fewer processes are running, the running time difference between the B¿i"È-linked-list

tree and the B¿¿"¿-tree increases when zn increases from 100 to 500 (Figures 7.6-7.8).

In the B¿t"È-linked-list tree, the nodes are locked for the insertion of the given key

in the correct leaf (or node). As the node size increases, the data contention also

increases since the tree becomes shorter than a tree with smaller m. As a result, a

process holding the lock of a larger node might create a bottleneck in accessing that

node. Because of the locking overhead, the B¿i"Æ-linked-list tree takes more time than

the B¿i"¿-tree to flnish. However, when the node size is as large as 700 or more, the

chance of re-doing a CAS operation also increases in the B¿¿"¿-tree, since the data

contention in a node increases.

The performance results of B¿i"ú-trees with key range bigger than 1-250,000 be-

comes more interesting when more than eight processes run simultaneously in the

eight processors of the Sun Fire machines. The results show that the efficiency of the
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B¿i'¿-trees depends on how big the tree is and how full the nodes (or leaves) are. In

a B¿i'¿-tree with key range of 1-250,000 and 1,000,000 serial insert operations, during

the serial insert, most of the keys will be present in the tree. Therefore, when a

concurrent insert operation starts, the operation only searches for the given key, and

after finding the given key in the tree, the insert operation does not proceed further.

As a result, a smaller B¿¿"¿-tree, like a tree with 250,000 keys, always performs better

than a B¿i"À-linked-list tree with the same number of keys. That is, B¿t"¿-tree are more

efficient when the nodes are not filled up.

As the tree grows bigger with a larger key range (1 to 1 million, 2 million or 10

million), the B¿i'¿-tree sometimes takes a little more time than both types of B¿t"k-

trees. When the key range is 1-1,000,000 or 1-2,000,000, and m is 100, ¡¡" glrnË-

linked-list tree performs slightly better than the B¿¿"¿-tree (Figures 7.6b and 7.6c).

Similar results are also observed when rn is 200, and the key range is 1-2,000,000

(Figure 7.7c). Otherwise with the key ranges of 1-1,000,000 and 1-2,000,000, the

B¿tu¿-tree performs better than the B¿'"ft-linked-list tree (Figures 7.7b,7.7c,7.8b, 7.8c,

7.9b,7.9c,7.10b, 7.10c). Moreover, for the key range of 1-1,000,000, the running

time difference between these two types of trees increases as zn increases from 200

to 1000 (Figures 7.7b,7.8b,7.9b,7.I}b), but when the key range is 1-2,000,000, the

running time differences between the B¿¿"k-linked-list and the B¿i'ú-trees decrease as

rn increases from 500 to 1000 (Figures 7.8c,7.9c,7.10c).

In the B¿i'¿-tree insert algorithms, when an insert process finds the correct leaf

(or node) in which to insert the given key, it gets an empty cell from that leaf's free

list before it starts to search for the correct position in the leaf (or node) to insert
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the given key. With a smaller rn but bigger key range, the free list of that leaf could

be empty. In that case, the insert processes might have to wait to get a free cell in

that leaf. The waiting times of all processes in the same leaf accumulate and result

in a higher running time. If rn increases, the possibility of getting a free cell from a

leaf (or node) increases, hence, the B¿t"'-tree's running time to complete one million

concurrent operations decreases. That is why, for key ranges of 1-1,000,000 and 1-

2,000,000, the B¿¿"¿-tree achieves greater efficiency than the B¿t"À-linked-list tree when

nz is 500 or more.

The performance of the B¿"¿-tree also depends on the number of successful key in-

sertions and the number of splits, which is directly related to the key range of the tree.

Before starting the concurrent operations, the tree is built with one million sequential

random key insertions. If the key range is 1-1,000,000, the tree is almost filled during

the tree build with close to one million random keys. When the concurrent operations

start, most of the keys to be inserted in the tree are already there. Consequently, the

concurrent insert operations terminate without inserting. But, when the key range

increases to 1-2,000,000 or 10,000,000, after the sequential tree build, there are lots

of keys that have not been already inserted. Therefore, in my experiments, when the

key range is 1-10,000,000, B¿¿"¿-trees do not perform better than the B¿t"À-linked-list

trees (Figures 7.6d, 7.7d,7.8d,7.9d,7.10d). The reason for the poorer performance

is that the values of rn that I have chosen for my experiments are not large enough to

eliminate the overhead of the time delay to acquire free cells from a node's f ree-List

in a B¿¿"¿-tree, especially with such a big key range. Moreover, more concurrent inser-

tions cause more concurrent splits. Concurrent splits also force concurrent insertion

r55
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processes to sit idle until the split is done. A B¿i"¿-tree with a larger rn, like 1500 to

2500, might perform better than the B¿i"k-linked-list tree with the same key range.

Experiment 3: SOYo Search and SOTI Insert Operations

In experiment 3, each process performs 50% concurrent search and 50% concur-

rent insert operations on the Btink-array, B¿i"À-linked-list, and B¿t"¿-trees. Since the

percentage of insert operations is higher in experiment 3 than in experiment 2, the

chances of conflicts with the same key range and m are also higher in this experi-

ment. To handle the conflicts in this experiment, the algorithms I have examined

use more lock-based or lock-free concurrency-control techniques than they needed to

use in experiment 2. Figures 7.II-7.I5 present the results of experiment 3 with 50%

concurrent search and 50% concurrent insert operations performed on the Sun Fire

machines.

As in the previous experiments, the Btink-amay trees outperform the B¿¿"È-linked-

list trees and the B¿i"¿-trees. Among the B¿t"k-linked-list trees and the B¿i'r-trees,

the B¿¿"¿-trees are more efficient when there are eight or fewer processes concurrently

running on the machines (Figures 7.77-7.75).

As in experiment 2, when more than one process shares the same core of the

same processor (i.e., when more than eight processes run concurrently), sometimes

the BJ¿"¿-tree does not perform as well as it performs with eight or fewer concurrent

processes running together. Also, like experiment 2, the size and fullness of the tree

also affects the performance of the B¿¿"¿-trees when more than eight processes run

simultaneously. With a small tree with a key range of 1 to 250,000, the B¿i'¿-trees
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perform better than the B¿i"È-linked-list trees. However, when the trees are bigger

with a larger key range such as 1-1,000,000, the B¿¿'È-linked-list trees with a smaller

rn such as 100 or 200 perform significantly better than the Bl¿'Ú-trees (Figures 7.7Ib,

and 7.12b). With the same key range, but with larger rn such as 500 or 1000, the B¿t"¿-

trees work more efficiently than the B¿i"ft-linked-list trees (Figures 7.13b, and 7.15b).

When the key range is increased to 1-2,000,000, the B¿"¿-trees are less efficient than

the B¿¿"fr-linked-list trees. The running time differences between these two types of

trees become significantly higher when rn is 100, 200, and 500 for such key ranges

(Figures 7.7Ic,7.I2c, and 7.13c). The differences get smaller as rn grows to 700

(Figure 7.74c), but when rn becomes 1000, a slight increase in time difference is

observed (Figure 7.15c). B¿t"¿-trees with a key range of 1-10,000,000 also do not

perform as well as the B¿t"k-linked-list trees do. The running time of the B¿¿"¿-trees

increases as zn increases from 100 to 500 (from 28.597 seconds to 45.013 seconds, see

Figures 7.11d, 7.72d, and 7.13d). But, when rn hits 700, the running time becomes

significantly lower (17.586 seconds, see Figure 7.IAd). The running time again goes

higher when rn becomes 1000 (23.826 seconds, see Figure 7.15d). Additionally, when

more than eight processes concurrently run on the Sun machines, the variance in the

running time of the same program is higher than when eight or fewer processes run on

the same machines. This is because the random seeds across replicated experiments

differ so, in some runs some processes likely spent more time waiting during insert

operations.
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Experiment 4: LOTo Search and gOTo Insert Operations

Experiment 4 consists of I0% concurrent search and g0To concurrent insert op-

erations. This experiment allows even more chance of conflicts than experiment 3,

hence, more locking delay for the Bti"k-array tree and ¡h" gltaÈ-linked-list tree, and

more chance of unsuccessful CAS operations and free cell allocation waiting time for

the B¿t"¿-trees. Figures 7.1.6-7.20 show the results of experiment 4 on the Sun Fire

machines with eight cores.

In this experiment again the Bti"k-array tree shows the best performance among

the three kinds of trees. When comparing the B¿t"k-linked-list trees and the B¿i'¿-trees,

the latter performs better with eight or fewer processes running simultaneously.

Like experiment 2 (90% search and 10% insert) and 3 (50% search and 50% insert),

this experiment also shows some interesting results for the B¿t"¿-trees when more than

eight processes run concurrently in eight processors. The size of the trees, and the

number of empty cells in the nodes (or leaves) in the trees affect the performance

of the Blt"ú-trees. When the key range is small (1-250,000), the B¿t'ú-trees work

more efficiently than the B¿i"È-linked-list trees (Figures 7.16a, 7.I7a,7.I8a,7.79a,

and 7.20a). Like experiments 2 and 3, when the keys are chosen from a bigger

range (1-1,000,000 or 1-2,000,000), B¿¿"¿-trees lose their efficiency when zn is small or

sometimes moderate (e.g., 100-500, see Figures 7.76b,7.77b, 7 .I6c,7.77c, and 7.18c).

When r'¿ is 700 or more, then again the B¿i"¿-trees perform better than they do with

a smaller rn (Figures 7.19b, 7.79c, and 7.20b). The performance of B¿i"¿-trees gets

worse again when the key range is chosen as large as 1-10 million (Figures 7.16d,

7.77d, 7.18d, 7.79d, and 7.20d).
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Figure 7.16: Resu\t of 70% search operations and 90% insert operations on Sun Fire

(rn is 100).
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(a) Key range is 250,000.
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Figure 7.17: Resulf of 70% search operations and 90% insert operations on Sun Fire

(rn is 200).
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Figure 7.18: Resu\t of I0% search operations and g0% insert operations on Sun Fire

(rn is 500).
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Figure7.19: Resultof 10%searchoperations andg\yo insertoperationsonSunFire

(rn is 700).
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Figure 7.20: ResuIt of L0% search operations and 90% insert operations on Sun Fire

(m is 1000).
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Experiment 5: Equal Mix of Search, Insert and Delete Operations

In my last experiment, I used 1 million concurrent search, insert, and delete op-

erations in equal proportions. As this experiment includes deletion operations, the

deletion processes in the B¿t"¿-trees had to retire deleted cells, and, before returning

retired cells to the free list of a node, the deletion processes had to check whether

the cell was currently being used by any other concurrent processes. The deletion

processes in the B¿i'k-array trees and the B¿i"À-linked-list trees had to lock entire

nodes that contained the keys to be deleted. Figures 7.27-7.25 show the results of

this experiment.

Like the previous experiments, in this experiment, the B¿i'fr-array tree performs

the best among all the types of trees. Additionally, as expected from observing the

results of experiments 1-4, B¿i"¿-trees have better performance than the B¿i"È-linked-

list trees when eight or fewer concurrent processes run on the Sun machines. When

the number of processes increases, the better performance continues within a smaller

key range like 1-250,000 (Figures 7.21a, 7.22a, 7 .23a, 7.24a, and 7 .25a). But, when

the key range gets bigger , and m remains small, more cells are held by the concurrent

processes, and there are unreturned deleted cells waiting for scanning in the private

stacks of the concurrent processes. Therefore, processes are delayed longer waiting

to get an empty cell from the free list of a node in the B¿¿'¿-trees, and the delays

result in a higher running time than the running time of the B¿i"Æ-linked-list trees

(Figures 7.2Ib,7.22b,7.21c, and 7.2Ic). When rn gets larger, the chances of getting

an empty cell from the free lists increases, therefore, the performance of the B¿t'¿-trees

gets better than the performance of the B¿¿"À-linked-list trees (Figures 7.24b,7.24c,
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(a) Key range is 250,000.
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Figure 7.21: Result of equal mix of search, insert and delete operations on Sun Fire

(rn is 100).
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Figure 7.22: Result of equal mix of search, insert and delete operations on Sun Fire

(rn is 200).
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Figure 7.23: Result of equal mix of search,
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Figure 7.24: Result of equal mix of search,
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7.25b, and7.25c). However, when the key range is larger (e.g., 1-10,000,000), the

B¿i'¿-tree performance decreases again (Figures 7.21d, 7.22d,7.23d,7.24d, and 7.25d).

Summary of the Experiments on the Sun Fire Machines

After conducting my experiments, I have observed that the B¿''È-array tree al-

ways performs the best compared to the B¿¿"ft-linked-list and B¿'"¿-tree. Furthermore)

depending on the values of my tested parameters, the B¿*ú-tree has noticeable to sig-

nificant performance gain compared to the B¿¿"fr-linked-list trees. I have summarized

the results from experiment 2 to experiment 5 in table 7.1. I did not include the

results of the experiment with 100% search operations, since no lock-free or lock-

based concurrency-control techniques were used in this experiment. Furthermore,

with smaller r¿ like 100 or 200, there were not much performance gain in ¿h" glist-

trees. Therefore, I did not include the summary of the running time, when rn is 100

or 200.

FYom the experimental results on the Sun machines, it can be concluded that,

regardless of the operation type, value of. m, and key range, the Blà"k-array trees

perform the best compared to the B¿i"k-linked-list trees and the Bl¿"ú-trees. This

result is expected because of the structural difference between the nodes among the

array-based B¿i'k-array trees, and the localized linked-list-based B¿i"À-linked-list trees,

and B¿¿'¿-trees (as described in Section 7.1).

When I compare the lock-based B¿i"È-linked-list trees and the B¿t'¿-trees, there

are no structural differences between these two types of tree. The only difference

between them is the concurrency-control techniques used-more precisely, the differ-
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Table 7.1: Percentage of performance gain in B¿i'¿-trees compared to the B¿i"À-linked-

list trees with eight concurrent processes.

ence between lock-based techniques and the lock-free techniques used in the update

operations.

In the first experiment, when only search operations were conducted on both

types of trees, none of the trees use any concurrency-control techniques since there

were no updates on the trees. The results of this experiment show that when there

is no conflict in the trees, the B¿t"¿-tree algorithms perform slightly better than the

B¿t"k-linked-list tree algorithms.

m Key
Range

Experiment
2

Experiment
3

Experiment
4

Experiment
5

500 1-250,000
1-1,000,000
1-2,000,000
1-10,000,000

25.09

25.77

25.96
25.65

27.93
23.5r
20.39
22.45

8.17
3.r4
0.98
2.79

77.54
16.57
16.59

16.73

700 1-250,000
1-1,000,000
1-2,000,000
1-10,000,000

0.01

0.14
0.64
7.44

22.90
20.28
24.L7
22.34

3.42
6.03
5.83
4.73

22.46
2r.79
6.18
L2.57

1000 1-250,000
1-1,000,000
1-2,000,000
1-10,000,000

0.64
0.65
0.67
0.02

23.99
24.51
27.25
22.38

ô rÐ
L.¿ò

4.35
1.08

4.74

22.90
23.56
73.67
7.36
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When update operations were introduced in both types of trees (experiments 2-5),

the B¿¿"È-linked-list tree algorithms had to acquire locks to handle concurrency among

concurrent update operations, whereas the B¿¿"ú-tree algorithm used lock-free CAS as

a concurrency-control technique to enable concurrent update operations. In these ex-

periments where there was no thread-switching overhead (the experiments conducted

with eight or fewer threads), the B¿¿"t-trees always performed better than the B¿i"È-

linked-list trees. This means that, in these experiments, the lock-free concurrency-

control techniques outperformed the lock-based concurrency-control techniques. Be-

cause of the lock-based properties of the B¿i"e-linked-list trees, a process acquires the

lock of a node for an update operation when the process finds the appropriate node

to be updated. Once the node is locked, the rest of the processes must wait (typ-

ically be bÌocked) if they want to update the same node. Conversely, in lock-free

B¿¿"¿-trees, there is no need of such waiting. No matter how high the data contention

is in a node, all processes can simultaneously work on the same node, if necessary. A

process in a B¿i"¿-tree needs to re-do its computation only if more than one process

wants to update the same cell in that node. As long as the concurrent operations

do not manipulate the same cell, greater parallelism is achieved. Therefore, as we

see the performance analysis of experimerrt 2-5, the ratio of the running time of the

B¿t"e-linked-list trees and the B¿t"¿-trees goes higher when rn grows larger. The ratio

increases because, when rn is 500 or more, the overhead to acquire the lock of a node

becomes higher (in the B¿i"É-linked-list trees) than the overhead of re-doing the work

of updating a cell in the node (in the B¿i"ú-trees). Flom the analysis of the results,

it can be concluded that when rn is relatively larger, the lock-free B¿t"¿-trees perform

177
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noticeably better than the lock-based B¿¿"È-linked-list trees.

7.2.2 SGI Machines

In my experiments on the Sun Fire machines, up to sixteen processes performed

their operations on eight processors. Therefore, when there were more than eight

processes used on the Sun Fire machines simultaneously, more than one process had

to share the same processor. As a result of thread-sharing by the same processors,

the running time for the experiments with update operations (experiments 2-5 in

Section 7.2.7) on B¿i"-trees were sometimes significantly higher than the running

time for the B¿¿"Æ-array and the B¿t"À-linked-list tree algorithms. To see if this v/as a

problem specific to the Sun Fire machines, I did some of my experiments on the SGI

machines hosted by WestGrid.

The SGI machines are also NUMA-style Symmetric Multiprocessors (SMP) ma-

chines. In my experiments on the SGI machines, I recorded the average running times

of ten runs for the B¿¿'e-array, B¿¿"È-linked-list, and B¿i'¿-trees with I,2,4,8, 16, and

32 parallel processors and with rn values of 100, 500, and 1000. With no thread shar-

ing in the SGI machines, the running time of the B¿'"¿-trees was never greater than

the running time of the B¿i"Ë-linked-list trees, suggesting a limitation in the memory

system of the Sun Fire machines.

Like the experiments on the Sun Fire machines, in the experiments on the SGI

machines, I also populated the tree with one million random keys from different key

ranges (as in Section7.2.7), and then I processes different mixes of search, insert and

delete operations on the trees. I tested with 100% search operations (experiment 1 of
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Section 7.2.1),50% search and 50% insert operations (experiment

and equal mix of search, insert and delete operations (experiment

on the SGI machines.

of Section 7.2.1)

of Section 7.2.1)

Experiment L: LOOTo Search Operations

In my first experiment on the SGI machines, I submitted 100% search operations

against the B¿i"k-array, B¿¿"È-linked-list and B¿t"¿-trees. The search operations only

read the keys from the nodes, and conclude whether the key to be searched for exists

in the tree or not. Accordingly, there is no data contention within a node of the trees.

Like the results for the corresponding experiment on the Sun Fire machines, the B¿¿'È-

array tree performs best when there are only parallel search operations. Furthermore,

the B¿i'¿-tree works more efficiently than the B¿t'fr-linked-list tree. Figures 7.26-7.28

show the running time comparison for 100% search operations on Bl¿'À-arrày, B¿ink-

Iiked-list, and B¿i'¿-trees on the SGI machines.

Experiment 2; 5OTo Search and SOTo Insert Operations

In my second experiment with the SGI machines, I calculated the running times

of B¿i"À-array, B¿t'È-linked-list and B¿t"¿-trees for a mix of 50% search and 50% insert

operations. Since there are insert operations in this experiment, updates are observed

within the nodes of the trees, hence concurrency-control techniques are used. Locks

are used in the Bli"k-array and B¿t"k-[nked-list trees and CAS is used in the B¿ts¿-

tree. Figures 7.29-7.3I show the results for 50To search and 50% insert operations on

Bti"k-array, B¿t"À-linked-list and B¿i"¿-trees on the SGI machines.

On the SGI machines, the results differ from the corresponding experiment on the

.)

5
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Figure 7.27: Result of 100% seârch operations on SGI (rn is 500).
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Sun Fire machines. On the Sun Fire machines, regardless of the parameters of the

experiment, the BJi"k-array tree always performed the best. Furthermore, with more

than eight processes, most of the time, the B¿i"À-linked-list tree performed better

than the B¿tot-tree (see Experiment 3 of Section 7.2.7). However, the results for

the corresponding experiment on the SGi machines show that my B¿t'¿-tree always

outperforms the B¿i"k-linked-list tree. Moreover, when zn is moderate to large (say,

500 to 1000), the B¿¿"¿-tree performs significantly better than the BIi"k-array tree when

more than one concurrent processes are running on the machines (see Figures 7.30-

7 0-t\t.¿r).

The SGI machines have more advanced memory systems and the OS applies more

intelligent initial load balancing algorithms than the Sun Fire machines. F\rrthermore,

for the experiments corresponding to those on the Sun Fire machines with more than

eight processors, there is no thread sharing in the experiments on the SGI machines.

On the SGI machines) even with the more complex node structures of the B¿¿"¿-

tree (compared to the node structure of B¿i"È-array tree) the lock-free B¿i'¿-tree out

performs the lock-bas ed. B¿ink-array trees. Since the B¿i'È-tree (both array-based and

linked-list-based) algorithms must lock entire nodes, when rn grows larger (tr00 or

more) the waiting time to acquire the lock for a node becomes higher, which ultimately

causes a larger running times for both the B¿ink-array and the B¿i"k-linked-list trees.

On the other hand, since in a B¿t'¿-tree, more than one process can concurrently

update a node, with larger m, the probability of getting a free cell from a node's

free-List becomes higher, and eventually minimizes the waiting time of an update

process. Therefore, B¿i'¿-trees with a larger branching factor (nz) show more efficiency
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than B¿¿"k-array and Bl¿"È-linked-list trees with the same branching factor.

Experiment 3: Equal Mix of Search, Insert and Delete Operations

My last experiment conducted on the SGI machines was with an equal mix of

search, insert and delete operations. Like the previous experiments on the SGI ma-

chines, I expected to show the results of this experiment on Bli'k-array, B¿¿"k-linked-list

and B¿¿'¿-trees with all parameters. However, due to the long waiting time to access

the SGI machines, I could not complete all results for this experiment. My partial

results are used as the basis for the following discussion.

Unlike the experiment with 50% search and 50% insert operations, the subset

of my results for this experiment suggest that the Btink-array tree shows more ef-

ficiency among all B-tree variants considered. Furthermore, the scan operations in

the deletion algorithm for B¿t"¿-trees cause long delays to reclaim the free cells to the

node's free-list. These long delays sometimes makes the B¿i"¿-tree less efficient

than the B¿i"È-linked-list trees, especially when rn is smaller (e.g., 100). When rn

gro\¡/s larger (e.g., 500 or more), the efficiency of the B¿i"¿-tree improves compared to

the B¿i"k-linked-list trees.

Summary of the Experiments on the SGI Machines

With the experiments on the SGI machines, I have observed due to the cache-

coherent nature of the NUMA-style parallel architecture in the SGI machines, some-

time my B¿i'¿-tree outperforms the B¿¿"fr-array tree. With 50% search and 50% insert

operations, the performance gain is observed highes. I have summarized the result

of the performance gain in B¿t"¿-tree compared to the B¿i'k-array and B¿i"À-ìinked-list
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Figure 7.29: ResuIt of 50% search operations and 50% insert operâtions on SGI (rn

is 100).
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Figure 7.30: Result of 50% search operations and 50% insert operations on SGI (m

is 500).
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Table 7.2: Percentage of performance gain

B¿i"È-linked-list trees with 50% search and

processes.

in B¿i"¿-trees compared to the BIi"k-array

50% insert operations on 32 concurrent

m Key
Range

B¿i'À-array tree
VS B¿¿"¿-trees

B¿t"È-linked-list
tree VS B¿t"¿-trees

100 1-250,000
1-1,000,000
1-2,000,000
1-10,000,000

0

70.47
0

9.82

0

26.69

50.48
44.39

500 1-250,000
1-1,000,000
1-2,000,000
1-10,000,000

16.02
È7 DtLJd

37.52

36.83

11.706
64.68
56.05
64.70

1000 1-250,000
1-1,000,000
1-2,000,000
1-10,000,000

36.09
11.84

6.00
30.71

47.76

44.37

77.20

57.57

tree in table 7.2.
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Conclusion and Fbture \Mork

8.1 Conclusions

B-trees are ideal for large-scale searching since their search, insert and delete oper-

ations take only logarithmic time. If a B-tree can be used concurrently by many users,

the efficiency of the system increases. There have been many lock-based algorithms

designed for concurrent B-trees on disk. These algorithms lock some portion of the

tree to allow some concurrency while maintaining consistency. However, these lock-

based algorithms may offer limited concurrency in certain cases and have negative

side-effects such as deadlock, convoying and priority inversion.

In this thesis, I have presented algorithms for a B¿¿'¿-tree that attempt to provide

more concurrency for in-memory applications using lock-free techniques, applying

Michael's hazard-pointer techniques to efficiently manage intra-node updates in such a

way that memory locality is maintained. Furthermore, after designing the algorithms,

I have assessed the performance relative to two variants of Lehman and Yao's B¿t"È-
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tree (where one variant stores the keys in an array and another variant stores the

keys in a linked list). I performed all of my assessments on the NUMA-style Sun Fire

and SGI machines. The results of my experiments show ¡¡u¡ gt';n't-¡rees with simple

array-based key lists perform better than both Slzn't utr¿ Bli"ú-trees with complex

linked-list-based key list in their nodes. The Iock-free concurrency-control techniques

achieve better performance when the node structure of the trees being compared is

similar (i.e., object-oriented linked-list-based key list structure), and when thread-

switching overhead is comparable. However? some of the experimental results on the

SGI machines show that lock-free Blt'¿-tree concurrent insertions are more efficient

than insertions in both types of lock-based B¿i"fr-trees.

My contributions in this thesis include:

o introduce a lock-free locality-of-reference-oriented linked list to store keys in the

nodes of B¿i"¿-trees.

o implement atomic CAS operations for both Sun Fire and SGI machines to

perform an update operation.

o introduce a split bit to each node to avoid unsafe concurrent update and split

operations.

o introduce a cell allocation in the beginning of an update operation to avoid

unsafe concurrent update and split operations.

o introduce a finally-linked-in-tree bit to each node to allow search processes to

search in a newly-created node that is not currently accessible from the parent

node.
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e design a please-scan array to send requests to other concurrent processes to

release some free cells for reuse.

revise the scan algorithm to return the retired cells to their associated nodes

for reuse.

o identify a threshold level ,B as mf 5 to trigger a scan operation.

o present a comparative assessment on SlinÀ utt¿ B¿toú-trees experimenting with

different parameters.

8.2 F\rture \Mork

While doing my research, I have realized that some additional work could be

done on my B¿i'¿-tree in the future to improve its performance. A lock-free array-

based B¿i"¿-tree on a non object-oriented key-list implementation could be designed,

maintaining more empty cells in the nodes might limit delays during updates, avoiding

unnecessary rollbacks due to concurrent deletions could improve experiment results,

and careful work assignment on the processors might improve locality.

Lehman and Yao's array-based B¿t'k-trees give the best performance compared

to the linked-list-based B¿t"k-trees and lock-free Blt'¿-trees. The complex linked-list-

based node structure has some overhead (as described in Section 7.1) on intra-node

operations (i.e., search, insert and delete operations within a node) and causes delay.

As short-term future work, Bl'"ú-trees with lock-free arrays and without using objects

could be built, and their performance could be assessed.
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Another possibility for short-te¡m future work might be to add extra free-space in

each node of the B¿¿"ú-trees. In the experiments on the Sun Fire machines, when more

than one thread share the same core, if the nodes are nearly full, the processes require

more time to complete the update operations. In my B¿¿'ú-trees, I designed the nodes

to have exactly rr¿ cells to store the keys. With high data contention, the free list of

a node might be empty and any process that wants to do an update operation on

the node would have to wait until there is a free cell in the node's free list. If a node

is split after the node is 75To full, instead of 100% full, the probability of getting an

empty cell will increase. Since memory is cheap, this might be an attractive option.

The threshold level for node splitting might also be altered to see the effect of the

fullness of nodes on overall performance.

On SGI machines, in particular, performance degradation due to deletes was ob-

vious. This performance degradation was likely due to processes being rolled back

when they find a cell that is marked for deletion. To minimize the overhead of such

rollbacks, we might maintain pointers to a number of preceding cells while searching.

Rather than rolling back to the beginning of the key list, we could then restart our

search from a nearby safe position. This future work would be medium term.

In NUMA-style machines, updating a piece of memory is most efficient when the

update is performed by the processor associated with the memory segment containing

the piece of memory to be updated. Therefore, when a node of a B¿t"¿-tree needs to

be updated, the work could be assigned to the process associated with the piece

of memory where the node resides. It would be very interesting to see whether

the overhead of this work assignment could be made small enough to benefit from
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improved performance due to better locality. This would be a long-term future work.

I hope that the future work I have suggested will improve the performance of

the lock-free B¿i'¿-tree, and it will work more efficiently than the lock-based B¿t'È-tree

with array-based key lists, under any circumstances.
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